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INTR0DW;TION 
The California Department of Fish and W under contract to the National 
Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) has participated in the Marine Recreational 
Fisheries Statistics Survey (MRFSS) from mid 1979 to the present. The survey 
w a s  initiated to gather catch and effort statistics for marine recreational 
fisheries along the Pacific west coast. 
Annual sumaries of these statistics are being published elsewhere on a 
regional basis (Current Fisheries Statistics Numbers 8321, 8323, 8325, 8328 
and 8393). In these sumwies, California's data is divided into two 
regions, Del Norte to Monterey counties (northern region) and San Luis 
Obispo to San Diego counties (southern region). 
This Quarterly Report No. 19 covers the period of July through September 
1983. It supplements the federal annual w r y  for only the north-central 
region of California (Del Norte to San Luis Obispo counties). This region is 
divided into five areas (subregions) corresponding to historical ports. 
MGTHODS 
Catch and length data were collected by Department biologists 
intercepting anglers actively fishing or in the process of leaving a fishing 
site. Sampling methodolon is described in part in Current Fisheries 
Statistics (8321, 8323, 8325, 8328, and 8393). 
Data in this quarterly report are subdivided into three categories: 
primarily by five geographical areas; secondarily by fishing nrodes and gear 
types within each area; and finally by catch definition for each area, mode, 
and gear type. Tables are presented for these categories, each with three 
sections: sampled effort, ranked catch, arad catch-per-unit-effort (CPUE). 
Also, within each area, lerqgth-frequency h i s t o m  and tables are presented 
for select species. 
Study Areas 
Study areas m e  in size from one county in Area 5 to seven cmties 
in Area 3 (Figure 1). Adjacent counties are d i n e d  whenever similarity of 
habitat and species composition warrants. Boat mabs are segregated by 
cannty only if separate reu,wds were fished (i.e. Sonoma County Bodega Bay 
fishery, sub-area 097, fxwn W i n o  County, sub-area 045). 
Area 1, including Del Norte and Humbolt counties, extends from the Oregon 
border to Shelter Cove. Both counties are combined in all mode comparisons, 
Area 2 cantah Mendocin0 County and that part of Sonomg County which is north 
of Bay. Both counties are oombined for all modes except the boat modes 
(private/rental boat and CPFV). The San Francisco Area 3 is segregated into 
ocean and bay. This area includes anglers from seven counties; Marin, Solano, 
Contra Costa, Santa Clara, Alameda, San Fkancisco, and San Mateo. These 
counties encircle the bay and extend down to Ano Nuevo. Two sets of tables 
and figures were generated based on whether anglers specified having fished 
in the ocean or the bay. Bay anglers were pndomkmtly from San Francisco 
Bay, but also included a small percentage of Hal- Bay anglers, ~ r e a  4 
includes Santa Cruz County and that part of Monterey County which is north 
of Ragged Foint. Area 5, San Luis Obispo County, ex- dawn to Foint Sal. 
Fishing Modes 
Modes of fishing were organized into six categories: (i) pier or dock, 
(ii) jetty or b h t e r ,  (iii) bridge or causeway, (iv) beach or bank, (v) 
private or rental boat, and (vi) comercia1 passenger fishing vessel (CPFV). 




Three types of gear were used; (i) hook-and-line, (ii) spear, or (iii) 
net. Spears wen used only by divers. Dipnet and castnet were the only net 
gears in active use in northern and central California. 
Catch Definition 
Catch is defined three different ways: (i) all fish captured, incl- 
fish returned dead or alive, those not available at the samplim site (i.e. 
filleted or given away, etc. ) , and those available to measure; ( ii ) landed 
catch, not including fish returned dead or alive; and (iii) the measured 
catch only. Fish caught but unavailable to measure were identified to the 
nearest taxa using the angler's description. 
Ccqmbr-rated Tables and Figures 
The Microcanputer Program Series (MPS) WEIS developed to generate the 
tables and figures used in this report. The programs were designed for 
flexibility and ease of use on area mic-ters. The progmms allow the 
user to generate tables and figures for arry combination of area, mode, gear, 
or definition of catch. D a t a  generated by these pro$raars include: sampled 
effort, ranked catch, CHIE, and length-f- data. Docmentation of logic 
and program listings are available (Karpov, 1984) . 
Sanded Effort 
Sampled effort is the sasre for all three catch definitions for a 
perticular area, mode, or gsar. It bl&s the mmber of anglers intercepted, 
the total hours fishing effort, and total hours still to be fished for 
hxmplete trips. 
Ranked Catch 
Ranked catch includes rank of species caught by nuaber or weight, and 
other statistics depedhg an the catch definition. Fish are ranked by 
number caught in two of the catch definitions: all fish caught, ard landed 
catch, The measured catch has fish ranked by weight caught, The measured 




(=PUE: is calculated using two definitions of both "catch" and "effort". 
Catch is either number or weight (kilograms) caught. Effort is either angler 
days or total hours fished. CHIE, computed using weight caught as m e d  to 
number landed, is included only for two of the catch definitions: landed 
catch and measured catch. Average weights incorporated in the landed catch 
tables are derived either from the respective measured catch table for the 
same species or, for the more general species groups, by calcuiating a group 
average weight. Group average weights of constituent species were calculated 
frbm this quarter's data for the same mode, gear, and area. Angler days 
represent completed fishing days for most areas and modes. Occasional 
incmplete trip were included for all modes except boat m>des. 
Fbauency D a t a  
Length-frequency histogram and tables were generated for select species. 
Histograms are inclded for hiehly abundant species where at least 10 measured 
fish o a x m e d  in the most freqpent size interval. Histograms w e r e  s~marrized 
in either 5-, lo-, or 20-m intervals. The criteria for assigning sumnary 
intervals was based on the largest recorded size for the species as reported 
in Miller and Lea (1972). Fish reported from 0 to 12 inches used 5-mm, greater 
than 12 to 24 inches used 10- and greater than 24 inches were assigned 20-mm 
intervals. 
length-fmcpency tables (see Appendix A) were generated for dl species 
w i t h  at least five meamred fish for any given area, mode, and gear. Tables 
were sumarized in 5-mn intervals and include length statistics for possible 
use in ANOVA camputations (Sokal and Rholf, 1969). 
m i e s  Nanres azd LRngth-Weight Parameters 
Total length wes reconki for all species exapt *like fishes w i t h  
rigid comewe! c#rrtnl fins; for these fork lengths were used. Weighb were 
not actually nemmed; rather, they were detemhed, for all &or species 
taken, from paecalculated length-weight relationships. l%e exponential 
relationship used was w=aLb; where a and b are amstants d q y e  to each 
species (Agpeadix B) . 
During this qurrter samplers working fra~ Montemy throllOh Sonanaa 
counties (m 3, 4, and part of area 2) inadvertently recorded fork 
lengths for a l l  apeciea nmmmd. All species w i t h  moderately convex to 
amcave caudal fins wem camerted badc to total length using fork.-total 
length relationships from several sources (Echewmria and LRnam 1986, 
Karpov In preaa, and Van EQmiru 1951). The linear relationship used was 
TL=a+b(FL) ; where a and b are constants unique to each spacies (Appendix C) . 
Scientific and cuumm name ueed wen st .mhdi& using the 
Mean Fisheries Society list (1980). 
Table 1. Sampled Effort, RmkedCatcharrd CPUB forArea1 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, by Pier or Ibck Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Nubr Anglers Intemepted - 27 
To- Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted t 66.0 
Total H o r n  S t i l l  to Fish (Inxlsqplete Tripe) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Coaaon name Rank Nunber %by 
by-r Caught Mrsber 
--- 
a 
Sculpin, Pacific Staghorn 1 19 65.5 
Perch, Shiner 2 5 17.2 
- 9  We$- 3 3 10.3 
J8~ksmelt 4 2 6.9 
Total 
CatchperAaplerDay = 1.07 Catch per Angler bur = 0.44 
Table 2. Simpled Effort, RankedCatchand CIFUE forArea 1 
in 1983 for Qaarter 3, by Pier or Dock Anglers Us- 
H o o k d - L i n e  Oesr. Catch Repmmmts Nrrnber LBnded 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive, 
Nuslber Anglers Intemepted - 27 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intemepted - 66.0 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incarplete Wipe) = 0.0 
B. Renked Catch 
Renk Nuuber %by Mean Weight 
b-r rntiaht Nwiber Wt.(kg)* Caught 
Total 
CatchperAnqlerlJap = 0.56 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.23 
gS perAnglerDay = 0.01 Kg perAnglerHun = 0.00 
t Weight estiamted From length-to-wight re#mwion if available, 
Mean weight for this group wm not calculated or was estinrrted fran other 
aaurces (see tenrt). 
AREA 1 
Table 3. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPVE for Area 1 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, by Pier or Dock Anglers Us% 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Ckrly the Fish 
Ex;amined by the Sampler, 
A. Sampled E f f o r t  
Ehnnber Anglers Intercepted - - 27 
Tota l  Hours Effort for A n g l e r s  In- - 66.0 
Total. Hou~s S t i l l  to F i s h  (Incomplete Tripe) = 0 . 0 
B. Ranked Catch 
; ----- ; 
(3xmnonname - Rank Weight* Nmbr %by NO, W t . *  h.** SD 
* W t .  m t  Caught NO. (U) (m) W. 
------------ -- - --I U 
Tota l  0.14 3 100 3 
CatchperAnglerDay = 0.11 CatcSl per Angler Hour = 0.05 
Kg perAnglerDey = 0.01 perAnplerHour = 0.00 
X Weight estimated Frola l e - to-weight  mgmseian if available. 
XX Tota l  length except for species with tuna-like caudal f ins  (see text). 
*** CPUE is uderestimated if all f ish taken were not exmined (see text). 
Table4. Sampled Bffort, RdsedCatchand CRJE forArea1 
in 1983 for Qarter 3, by Jetty or Breakwater Anjflers Using 
Hook4-Wlle  Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept a d  Returned. 
A. -led Bffort 
Nunber Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
207 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 573.5 
Total Houra Still to Fiah ( Inwmplete Tripe) = 0.0 
B. Benked Catch 
S a h ,  (Silver) 
Rockfish, Black 
- P P e d ,  walleye 
-ins, Ulp  
Cabezon 
-, -k (-1 
Boddish, Blue 
-inQ, - 




-Oothhd ,  Bramr 
Anchovy, Northern 
m, -




- - -- -- ----- 
Total 140 100 
C. CH]E 
CBtchperAnglerDey = 0.68 Catch per Angler Kcnar = 0.24 
AREA 1 
Table5. Saarpled Effort, RankedCgtchand CRlB forArea1 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, by Jetty or Breahater Anglers Usin# 
Rook-and-Line Cear. Catch kp-esents Nunber Landsd 
eLld Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Stimpled Effort 
Esrarber Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
207 
T o t a l  Hours Effort for Anglers Lntemepted - 573 . 5 
Tota l  Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trip) = 0.0 
.B. Ranked Catch \ 
Cqlpgy)n name Rank NMlber %by Mean Weight 
by Number Caught m r  Wt. (kg)* -t 
Surfperch, walleye 
Creenline, Kelp 














F l d r ,  Starry 
T o t a l  73 100 54.20 
CetchperAnslerI)ay = 0,35 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.13 
U per&Ule]:Day = 0.26 U perAnglerHour = 0.09 
t Weight estirPated f rom l e - to -we ight  mgmaaian if available. 
tt Meen weight for this ~roup wes not calculated or was estimated fran other 
sources (see text). 
Table 6. Simpled Effort, Rank4dCBtchani CPUB for Area 1 
in 1983 for Qwmter 3, by Jetty or Breakwater Anglers U s i n g  
lbok-ad-Line Cear. Catch Repremists Only the Fish 
Examined by the Sampler. 
- 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglera Interceqted - 207 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 573.5 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Inccrsplete Tripe) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch - 
: ---man-- : 
~ r r c l s p e  Rank Weight* Nusber %by No. Wt.* he** SD - 
bywt. Caueht Csught No. neas. (kg) (na) LN. 
Salmon, Coho (Silver) 1 23.09 9 13.2 9 2.57 639 82 
LinOcad 2 9.08 3 4.4 3 3.03 594 246 - 
-, caho0k (gins) 3 6.46 2 2.9 2 3.23 699 18 
Greenl ing ,  Kelp 4 4.58 12 17.6 12 0.38 292 53 
C a b e ~ ~ n  5 4.26 7 10.3 7 0.61 322 47 - 
Rockfish, Black 6 1.20 4 5.9 4 0.30 266 38 
Flounder, Starry 7 1 .02 1 1.5 1 1.02 430 0 
S = f ' P e d s  m l e ~  8 0 . 58 16 23.5 10 0.04 142 9 - 
m*, striped 9 0.52 1 1.5 1 0.52 316 0 
GreenlinCt, 10 0.43 3 4.4 3 0.14 210 36 
m, Rd&OW 11 0.33 1 1.5 1 0.33 330 0 
Ruckfish, Blue 12 0.31 5 7.4 5 0.06 154 30 - 
Rockfish, (Irasa 13 0.27 1 1.5 1 0.27 235 0 
Sculpin, Buffalo 14 0.25 1 1.5 1 0.25 293 0 
Rockfish, Brawn 15 0.07 1 1.5 1 0.07 155 0 - 
Rockfish, Copper 16 0 06 1 1.5 1 0.06 147 0 
I__-- - -- 
Total 52 49 68 100 62 I 4 
CatchperAnglerDay = 0.33 Catah per Angler Hour = 0.12 
4 l  per mler ]3ay = 0.25 42 par Angler ZQur = 0.09 
d 
* W e i g h t  es th ted  A#a l e - w i g h t  mgreaaion if available. 
** T O M  length except for species w i t h  tmm-like caudal f h  (see text). 
*** CPUB is underesthted if all fish taken were not exadmd (see text). 
d 
Tsble 7. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 1 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, by Beach or Bank Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Repmaents A l l  Fish Captured, 
Both Kept 8nd Returned. 
A. Sampled Effort 
NMber Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
186 
Total Hour% Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 600 5 
Total Hours Still to Fish ( Incanplete Trip) = 0.0 
B. Ranked catoh 
S m f p e m h ,  Redtail 
Rockfish, Black 








Total 140 100 
C. CRfg 
CatchperbglerDay = 0.75 Catch per Amler Hour = 0.23 
Table 8. -led Effort, Ranked Cat& and (=PUB for Area 1 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, by Beach or Bank Anglers Usinq  
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Nwnber Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
186 
T o t a l  Hours Effort for Arglers Intercepted - 600.5 
T o t a l  Houra S t i l l  to Fish (Inoollqplete Trips) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Cammonnrt~lre Rank Number %by Mean weieht 









w i s h ,  Grass 
CatchperAnglerby = 0.66 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.20 
IU perAnglerDey = 0.44 U perA~lerHour = 0.14 
* Weight estimated frola length-to-weight resression if available. 
Table 9. Sampled Effort, Ranknd Catoh and CRJE for Area 1 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, by Beach or Bank Anglers U s i n g  
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch .Represents Only the Fish 
Examinsd by the .Sampler. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Nunber Anglers Intercepted .I -
- 
186 
Total Moura Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 600.5 
Total H o r n  S t i l l  to Fish (Imtmplete Tripe) = 0.0 
B. Faanked Catch 
:---Mesn---: 
Colaman- Rank Weight* Nuuber X by No. W t . *  Ln.** SD 











Catch per Angler Iksy = 0.64 Catchpe~AnglerHour= 0.20 
Kg perAnglerlhy = 0.43 Kg perAn81erfiour = 0.13 
* Weight estimated from l ~ t o - u e i g h t  regression if available. 
8% Total length except for species w i t h  tama-like caubl fins (see text). 
%*% CRIB is underestimated if all f ish taken wee not exambed (see text). 
Table 10. Sampled Bffort, M e d  Catch and CR;lb: for Area 1 
in 1983 for Qartm 3, by Beach or Bank Anglers Using 
Shorn Net Gear. Catch Represents A l l  Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and R e t d .  
Nuarber Anslers Intercepted - o 24 
Total Hour8 Effort for Anglers Intercepted o - 44.5 
Total  Hours Still to F i s h  (Incomplete Tripe) = 0.0 
-namz Raak Nt&er %by 
bylbibr Caught Nrasber 
-- 
- 
hl t t  Surf 1 1998 %100*0 
-- --- 
Total 1998 100 
Table 11. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CRIB for Area 1 
in 1983 for @mrbr 3, by Beach or Bank Anglers Using 
Shore N e t  Gear. Catch Repmsents Nuder Jm&d 
and Does Not l.l& Fish Returned Deed  or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Nunber Anelem I n t e w  - 
- 
24 
T o t a l  Hours E f f o r t  for Anglers Intemeptd - 44.5 
T o t a l  Hours Still to Fish (lbaplete Trips) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
corp.Onneue Renk Nmbr X b y  Mean Weight 
by Nwhr Caught Ehrdber Wt.(kg)* Caught 
Smelt, surf 1 1998 X100.0 0.04 76.99 
Total 
Catch per Angler = 83.25 Catch per Angler Hour = 44.90 
K g  perAnglerDay = 3.21 Eg perAng1erHm.r = 1.73 
t Weight estimated f'rom l e n g t h - w i g h t  remwsian if available. 
29ble 12. Saapled Effort, Ranbed Catch and CKJE for Area 1 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, by W h  or Bank Anglers Using 
Shore Net m. Catch Ibpmsmta Only the Fish 
Exmined by the Sampler. 
Nunber Anglers Intercepted - - 24 
Total  Houra Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 44.6 
Total  Haura Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
:---Mean---: 
Collannaare Renk Weight* Nuber %by No. Wt.t h a t %  SD 
by wt. (2?u4ght caught No, Mea8. (kg) (ma) LN* 
- ---- 
Smelt, 8urf 1 76.99 1998 %100.0112 0.04 181 8 
-- - - 
Total 76 . 99 1998 100 112 
CatahperAnglerDay = 83.25 CatchperAnglerHour = 44.90 
Eg per Angler Day = 3.21 K# per Angler Maur = 1.73 
t Weight esthted fmm length-to-weight regression if avaizable!. 
tt Total 1- except for species w i t h  tuna-like cr+urinl f h  (see text). 
tXt CPUg is urxiereatimated if all fish taken were not -ed (see text). 
Table 13. Saraqpled Effort, Renked Catch and CPUB for Area 1 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Uaim 
- Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
- 
A. Sampled Effort 
Nunber Anglers Intemepted - 
- 
175 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intemeptd - 761.6 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incoa~qplete Tripe) = 0.0 
- B. Ranked Catch 
common- Rank Number %by 
- by Ehnber Caught Number 
Rockfish, Black 





L i n O d  
Rockfish, Yellowtail 
Sanddab, RPcific 
Rockfish , Yelloweye 
Greenling, Kelp 
Bonita, Pacific 





Rockfish, e u i l l ~ k  
Rodrfish, China 
-, m e d  




- C. CHJB 
~tchperAmlerDay = 3.87 Catch per Angler Hour = 0e89 
- 
Table 14. Sqded Elffort, Ranlted Catch d CPUB for Area 1 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Usin# 
Hookand-Lhe Gear. mtch IbpmSents Nmber LBnded 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
NrrPber Anglers Intercepted = 
- 
175 
Total Hours E f f o r t  for Anglers Intercepted - 761 6 
Total Hours S t i l l  to Fiah (Incomplete lkips) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Coarrrn- Rank N\aber %by Mean Weight 






Rockfish, Y e l l o w t a i l  
L i n s d  
S a h m ,  cob0 (Silver) 
Sanddab, Pacific 
Rockfish, Ye l loweye  
-ing, Kelp 
Bonito, RLcific 
-, ~~ (ginO) 
Roddish, V e d l i o n  
W i s h ,  R-Y 
cabemn 
Rockfish, Quil lbck 
Rockfish, China 
-, m e d  
skate, B i p  
Rockfish, Tiger 
Sole, Petrale 
CatchperAnqlerm = 3.23 CatchperAnglerHour= 0.74 
Kg pesAngLerDay = 4.81 Kg perAnOlerHour = 1.11 
* Weight estwted fma length-to-weight mgressian if available. 
Table 15. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CHIE for Area 1 
- 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Usin# 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Only the Fish 
B a d m d  by the Sampler. 
- 
A. Sampled Effort 
NLmrber Anglers Intercepted - 
L 
175 
Total Houra Effort for Aralers Intercepted - 761.6 
Total Hours Still to Fish (In=anrplete T r i p )  = 0.0 
- B. Ranked Catch 
------- : 
- Colenan name Rank Weight* Nrrnber %by No. Wt.* Ln.*S SD 
b y w t .  Caught caught No. Meas. (kg) (ma) w. 





Salmon, Coho (Silver) 
Rockfish, Yelloweye 
Bonito, Egoific 
- Rockfia, Blue 
Rockfish, Yellowtail 
Rockfish, Venailion 
- Skate, Big 
-, -k (Icins) 
Cabezon 
Sole, Sand 
I Greenling, Kelp 
Rockfish, Quillback 
Rockfish, China 
- Rockfish, Itmy 
Sanddsb, Pacific 
RockPish, Tiger 






Catch per Angler Day = 3.15 mtch per Anpler Hour = 0.72 
Kg perAnglerDay = 4.72 Kg per Angler Hour = 1.08 
- 
t Weight estimated from length-to-weight rejpession if available. 
** Total length except for species w i t h  tuna-like c a d d  fins (see text) . 
- 
*t* CHIE is d r e s t i n m t e d  if all fish taken were not' examhed (see text). 
AREA 1 
Table 16. Sampled Rffort, Ranked Catch and CFUE for Area 1 
in 1983 for Qmlmr 3, by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Using 
Spear Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Effort 
NMber Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
10 
T o t a l  Hour8 E f f o r t  for Anglers Intercepted - 17.8 
T o t d  Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 0.0 
Be Ranked Catch 
Linecod 
Rockfish, Vexmil ion 
RocIrfish, B l d  
Cabezon 
Wolf-eel 
Total 21 100 
C. CRJlg 
Oatch per Angler Day = 2.10 CatchperhglerHour= 1.18 
- 
Table 17. Sampled Rffort, Banked Catch ard CPUE for Area 1 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Us- 
- !3pe!ar Gear. Catch Repmsents Nuonber Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sempled Effort 
Number hglers Intercepted - 
- 
10 
Total Haurs Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 17.8 
Total Hours S t i l l  to Fish (Incamplete Trips) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch  
Ca~mum- Rank EJlrnber %by Mean Weight 
bs Nunber Caught Nunber Wt.(kg)* Caught 
Lingcod 1 16 76.2 5.59 89 . 43 
Rockfish, Vexmilian 2 2 9.5 4.80 9.59 
Rockf'iah, Black 3 1 4.8 1.52 1.52 
Cabewrn 4 1 4.8 2.89 2 89 
Wolf -eel 5 1 4.8 13.60 13 60 
Total 21 100 117.02 
CatchperIhplerDey = 2.10 Catch per Angler Hour = 1.18 
IQf perAnglerDey = 11.70 &I perAng1erHo-m = 6.58 
r: Weight estimated from length-to-tjleight -ion if available. 
Table 18. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CRlE for  Area 1 
i n  1983 for Querter 3, by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Using 
Spear Clear. Catch Represents Ckily the Fish 
h d m d  by the Sampler. 
- 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intemqted - 
9 
10 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intemepted g 17 8 
Total Hours S t i l l  to  Fish (Immup1et.e Wipe) = 0.0 
Be Ranked Catch - 
:- 
-name Rank Weight* Number %by No. Wt.* Ln.*t SD - 
byWt.caught cf3ught No.Mess. (kg) (Em) W. 
- - -- 
LhmQd 1 89.43 16 76.2 16 5.59 786 120 
Wolf -eel 2 13.60 1 4.8 1 13.60 1126 0 - 
Rockfish, Vermilion 3 9.59 2 9.5 2 4.80 676 21 
Cabezon 4 2.89 1 4.8 1 2.89 579 0 
Rockfish, Bladr 5 1.52 1 4.8 1 1.52 467 0 - 
-- -- 
'htal 117.02 21 100 21 
CatchperAnglerDay = 2.10 CatcbperAnglerIkwr= 1.18 
Kjg perhglerlaay = 11.70 Kg per Angler Hmm = 6.58 
t Wight esthted from length-wight  regreasion i f  mailable. 
*t Tota l  lenptb except for species w i t h  --like caudal fins (slee text). 
st* CRIg is wxierestinusted if all fish taken w e r e  not exaainsd (aee text). 
Figure 2. Length-Frequency Histogram for Redtail Surfperch 
Taken by Beach and Bank Anglers Using Hook-and-Line Gear. 
- Area 1, Quarter 3, 1983. 
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- m m u  = = - w n m  
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Limits (mm) 
Figure 3. Length-Phquemy Histogram for Surf Smelt 
Taken by Beach and Bank A n g l e r s  Using Shore Net Gear. 
Area 1, Quarter 3, 1983, 
- 
Figure 4. W-Ekeqwmy Histogram for Black Rockfish 
by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Using Hook-and-Line Gear. 
- 
Area 1, Quarter 3, 1983. 
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= -  rn n n 
- 
 - - 
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Limits  (mm) 
we----- 
- 241- 250 1 
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Table 19. S a ~ ~ ~ l e d  Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 2 
in 1983 for Buarter 3, bs Pier or Dock Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Repmsents All Fish Oaptured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Nirmber Anglers Intemepted - 
" 
29 
Total Fbum Effort for Anglers Intemepted - 128.9 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Ripe)  = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
(33mmnneve Rank Nunber %by 












atch per Angler Day = 3.79 Catch per Anqler Hour = 0.85 
Total 
Table 20. Sampled Effort, W e d  Catch and CPUB for Area 2 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, by Pier or lhck Anglers Using 
- Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Ntmaber Landed 
8nd Does Not In=l& Fish Returned Degd or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Nulsber Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
29 
Total  Hours E f f o r t  for Anglers Intercepted - 128.9 
Total  Hours Still to Fish (Imomplete Trips) = 0.0 
B. Fhked Catch 
Rank Number %by ~ean  Weight 







W i s h ,  V e m i l i o n  
Rackfish, Blue 
Rockfish, Y e l l m e y e  
Total 87 100 46.65 
CatchperAnplemD&y = 3.00 Catch per Angler fbur = 0.67 
gLt perAnglerDay = 1.61 gS perAnglerHaur = 0.36 
% Wight a t e d   fro^ length-to-weight regression if available. 
Table 21. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch ami CRIE for Area 2 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, by Pier or Dock Anglers U s i ~  
H o o k - d L b  Gear* Catch Represents M y  the Fish 
Examined by the Sempler. 
- 
A. Sampled Effort 
hhdietr Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
29 
Total Hours Effort for Mlers Intercepted - 128.9 
Total Hours Still to Fish ( m l e t e  Tripe) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch - 
: --: 
C o e o n ~  Rwk Weight* Nusber %by No. Wt.* Ln.** SD - 
by Wt* chght Caught No. Meas. (kg) (mn) w. 
- - -  
Rodrfi~h, Brown 1 27.93 28 57.1 10 1.00 382 32 1 
Rockfish, Black 2 12.97 10 20.4 10 1.30 438 48 - 
Rockfish, C==Y 3 2.69 3 6.1 3 0.90 383 79 
Rockfish, Vermilion 4 1.23 1 2.0 1 1.23 424 0 
Rockpish, Yell-yle 5 0.65 1 2.0 1 0.65 330 0 - 
W P ~ ,  wallem 6 0.18 2 4.1 2 0.09 180 30 
J-lt 7 0.05 2 4.1 2 0.02 152 37 
- 
Rockfish, Blue 8 0.04 1 2.0 1 0.04 139 0 - 
P e d ,  Shiner 9 0.03 1 2.0 1 0.03 124 0 
Total 45.77 49 109 31 
I 
CatuhperAnglerDay = 1.69 Catuh per Angler Hour = 0.38 
gP perAnglerIhy = 1.58 KIZ perAnglerHour = 0.36 
* Weight estimated from length-wight regression if available. 
** T O W  length amept for species w i t h  tuna-like cadal fins (see text). 
tt* CPUE is undereatinrrted if all fish taken were not Jd (see text). 
Table 22. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUBl for Area 2 
in 1983 for w r  3, by Jetty or Brealwater Anglers Using 
Hook-and-- Gear. Catch bpmsenta All Fiah Captured, 
Both Kept ,and Returned. 
A. Sm~~led Effort 
NMber Anglers Intercepted g 9
-. 
215 
Total )Ioura Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 547.0 
Total Hours S t i l l  to Fish (Incanplete Tripe) = 110.5 
B. RankRd Catch 
hmmn name Rana W r  %by 
bYMrnber chwht Nunber 
SeapercSr, Rainbaw 
Seaperch, Striped 
Salmon, Coho ( s i lver ) '  
Pricklebadt, ~ e y f a c e  










%able 23. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUB for Area 2 
in 1983 for Qarbr 3, by Jetty or  Bmdmter Anglers Using 
Hook&- Gear .  Catch R€qmamts lbaber LBnded 
and Ibes Not IncludP: Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Nuaber Anglers Intercepted o 
- 
215 
Total Hovrs Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 547.0 
Total Hours S t i l l  to Fish (lboeplete Tripe) = 110.5 
B. med Catch 
Rank Maber %by Mean Weight 
by- Causht NLEIJ3er Wt.(kg)* -t 
-perch, - 
Seaperch, Striped 











Total 37 100 
t Weight e s a t e d  fraa length-to-weight regmssicm if available. 
** Mean weight for this group mrs not calculated or wm estimated froaP other 
saurces (see text). 
AREA 2 
Table 24. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 2 
in  1983 for Quarter 3, by Jetty or Breakwater Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear.. Catch Represents Only the Fish 
Examined by the Sampler. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglera Intemepbd - 
- 
215 
Total Mom Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 547 0 
Total Hours S t i l l  t o  Fish (Incomplete Tripe) = 110.5 
B. Ranked Catch 
:--Mean-; 
Commn name Rank Weight* Nirber %by No. Wt.* h.** SD 
b y W t .  Caught Chght No. Meas. (kg) (m) LN. 











Topcod, h c i f i c  
Prickleback, Monkeyface 
Total 12.46 34 100 34 
* Weight estimated frun length-to-wight regression i f  available. 
** Total length except for  species w i t h  tuna-like caudal fins (see text). 
*** CFJUB is underestimated i f  all fish taken were! not exaPP-jlked (see text). 
Table 25. Saapled Effort, W e d  Catch and CFUE for Area 2 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, by Beach or Bank Anglers Wing 
Hook-ad-Line Oear. Catch hpresenta All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Bffort 
Nunber Anglers Intemepted o 
- 
188 
Tota l  Hotrrs Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 470 0 
Tota l  Hours Still ta Fish (Immplete Wipe) = 98.0 
B. Ranked catch 
-, Fkdtail 1 36 22.6 
M i n O ,  Rock 2 19 11.9 
Rodrfishes (unidentified) 3 18 11,3 
-in& mlp 4 18 11.3 
Seaprch, M p e d  5 17 10.7 
C a b e m  6 14 8.8 
Roc$fiah, Blue 7 8 5.0 
m*, white 8 6 3.8 
Ibckfish, Blaak 9 5 3.1 
s h m  ( ~ e n ~ d )  10 3 1.9 
LhmJd 11 3 1.9 
12 3 1.9 
sharks 13 1 0.6 
M, m 14 1 0.6 
Slaelt, Surf 15 1 0.6 
J-lt 16 1 0.6 
Bodcfish, Brawn 17 1 0.6 
Rockfish, Kelp 18 1 0.6 
ROdKfish, w 19 1 0.6 
Surf'perch, Calico 20 1 0.6 
Seaperch, lunbow 1 0.6 
- 
21 
Total 159 100 
AREA 2 
Table 26. Sempled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUB for Area 2 
in 1983 for 6luarter 3, by Bewh or Bank Anglers Usin8 
Hook-and-Line Gear.. Catch Represents W r  Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
kmhr Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
188 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intemeptd - 470 0 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Immplete Tripe) = 98.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Camronneme Rank Nunber %by ~ e a n  Weight 
byN\1IPber Caught NLrmber ~t.(kg)x m t  
Surfperch, Redtail 
-ing, 
Seaperch, Striped . 
Greenling, Kelp 
Cabewrn 
















Total 141 100 57 68 
CatchperAnpler- = 0.75 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.30 
Kg per Angler Day = 0,31 Kg perAderHoplr = 0.12 
t Weight esthted fror length-to-weight regression if available. 
t* Mean weight for this group w a s  not calculated or wem estinnrted f m m  other 
saurcea (see text). 
Table 27. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 2 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, by Beach or Bank Anglers Using 
Hook-ad-Line Gear. Catch Represents Only the Fish 
Bmnbd by the 3ampler. 
- 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intemepted - 188 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 470.0 
Total Hours Still to Fiah (Imomplete Tripe) = 98.0 
:---Mean---: 
Coa#r~lcrpe Rank Weight* Nuber %by No. Wt.t Ln.** SD - 
byWt* Cglreht Cs-t NO. Mecrs. (b) (m) LN. 
su2fpe-y Redtail 
Cabezon 

















r: Weight eatimted from length-might regression if available. - 
tt Total  length excetpt for species w i t h  tuna-like oaudal fins (see text). 
xxx CR;lg is undereethted if all fish taken were not e x e d r d  (see tmrt). 
Table 28. Samgpled Effort, Ranked Catch and ClUE for Area 2 
- 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, by Beach or Bank Anglers U s i n g  
Shore N e t  Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Xept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Nuaber Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
38 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 83.5 
Total Hours S t i l l  to Fish (Incomplete Tripe) = 15.0 
Be Ranked Catch 
commnnaare Rank Number %by 
by Nuaber Caught Nuarber 
------------ --- -- 
- 
Smelt, Surf 1 4676 99.3 
Sm?lt, N i g h t  2 33 0.7 
Total 
C. CFUE 
Catch per Angler Day = 123.92 Catch per Anpler Ham = 56.40 
%able 29, Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch atd CPUE for Area 2 
in 1983 for Warter 3, by Beeah or Bank Anglers Us- 
Shore Net Gear. Catch Represents Nrrmber Landed 
asrd Doe~ Not Iml& Fish Retunred Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled E f f o r t  
NuPber Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
38 
Tota l  Hours E f f o r t  for Anglem In- - 83.5 
Tota l  Hours Still to Fish (Incauplete Tripe) = 15.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Rank Nraiber %by Mean Wipht 
by Nimber Caught Nunber Wt.(kg)* hu&t 
SPelt, Surf! 1 4676 99.3 0.03 152.14 
Ssrelt, Night 2 33 0.7 O * O t  Oe34 
----I------ u- 
Total  4709 100 152.48 
Qtah per m e r  Day = 123.92 Cat& per U e r  Hour = 56.40 
g0 per Angler Day = 4.01 U perAas1erHour = 1.83 
t might estimated f m m  length-to-weight r e m i o n  if available. 
AREA 2 
- 
Table 30. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 2 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, by Beach or Bank Anglers Using 
- Shore N e t  Gear. Catch Represents Only the Fish 
Exanbed by the Sampler. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Nmber Anglers I n t e m t e d  - 
- 
38 
Total Hosrrs Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 83.5 
Total Hours S t i l l  t o  Fish (Incomplete Tripe) = 15.0 
B. Ranked Catoh 
: ----Mean- : 
EZank Weight* M r  %by No. Wt.% Ln.%* SD 
by W t .  Caught Caueht No. Meas. (kg) (m) w. 
Smelt, Surf 
Smelt, Night 
Tota l  152.38 4706 100 186 
Catch per Angler h y  = 123.84 Catchper AnOlerHaur = 56.36 
U perAnslerDay = 4.01 Xg perAnglerHaur = 1.82 
t might estimated f'rom leqgth-to-weisht zmgreasian if available. 
%% Total length except for species w i t h  tuna-like caudal fins (see ttrct) . 
%+* CPUE is underestimated if all fish taken were not exadmd (see text). 
Table 31, Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CRIB for Area 2 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, by Beach or Bank Anglers Usinp 
Spear Cear. Catch Rqresents All Msh Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Interceqtd - 
- 
36 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 40.5 
Total Hours S t i l l  to Fish (Inmuplete Tripe) = 0.0 










Sculpin, Paoific Sta#orn 
Perch, Pile 
Total 119 100 
C. CPUE 
C&tchperAnglerDBy = 3.31 Catch per mler Hour = 2.94 
Table 32. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 2 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, by Beach or Bank Anglers Using 
Spear Gear. Catch Represents Number Landed 
and Doea Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Nrmrber Anglers Intempted - - 36 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - - 40.5 
Total )6ours Still t o  Fish (Incomplete Trips)  = 0 . 0 
B. Ranked Cgtch 
CarPm>n name Rank Mmrber %by Mean Weight 










Sculpin, Pacific Staghorn 
Perch, Pile  
Total  119 100 . 98.35 
CatchperAnglerDay = 3.31 Catch per Angler Hour = 2.94 
K# perAnglerDay = 2.73 Eg perAnglerHwr = 2.43 
t Weight estimated from length-to-ueight regression i f  available. 
AREA 2 
Table 33. Sampled Ef for t ,  Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 2 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, by Beach or Bank Anglers Using 
Spear Gear. Catch Represents Only the Fish 
Examined by the Sampler. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Nianber Anglers Intercepted - - 36 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - - 40.5 
Total Moura S t i l l  to Fish (Incomplete Tripe) = 0.0 
B. Ebdced Catch 
: --Mean-=-- l 
Camannape Rank Weight* Nuaber X by No. Wt . % Ln. *% SD 
bywt. caught Cgught No. Meas. (kg) . (m)  LN. 
L i n s d  1 
-ing, G ~ P  2 
Rockfish, Blue 3 
Seaperchl Striped 4 
Cabezon 5 
Rockf i~h~  China 6 
Rockfish, &elp 7 
Rockfish, Black 8 
Perch, Pile 9 
Rockfish, Gopher 10 
SMilpin, Pacific Staghorn 11 
Total 
Catch per Angler Day = 2.75 CatchperAnglerHour= 2.44 
Eg perAnglerDay = 2.23 Kg perAnglerHQur = 1.98 
r Weight estimated f m n  length-to-weight regression if available. , 
*t Total  length except for species w i t h  tuna-like caudal f ins  (see text). II) 
*%% CPUE is uderestimated if all f i s h  taken were not examined (see text). 
Figure 5. Length-Fkquemy Histogram for Surf Smelt 
Taken by Beach and Bank Anglers Using Shore Net Gear. 
Area 2, M e r  3, 1983. 
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Limits(mn) 
AREA 045 
Table 34. Sampled Effort, Ranked Cgtch and CPUE for Area 045 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Nuaiber Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
87 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 356.5 
Total Hours Still to Fish ( I n c a u p l e t e  Tripe) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Renk Number %by 
by Nmber Caught NuPrber 








RocgfiSh, Y e l l m k i l  
Rockfish, Yelloweye 
Rockfish, Vermi l ion  
Rockfish, Chinrr 
Spiny Dogfish 












Total 604 100 
C a t c h p e r A n g l e r D e y  = 6.94 Catch per Angler Xiour = 1.69 
Table 35. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 045 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, by Ekivate or Rental Boat Anglers U s h i  
Hook-ard-Line Gear. Catch Represents Number Landed 
and Does N o t  Include Fish R e t u r n e d  Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled E f f o r t  
Nrrnber Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
87 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 356.5 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Camon nru~e Rank Nunber %by Hean Weight 



















Unidentified F i b  






Total 604 100 657.45 
CatchperAng1erI)ay = 6.94 Catch per Angler Hour = 1.69 
Kg perAnglerDay = 7,56 Kg perAnglerHaur = 1.84 
* Weight esthted from length-to-weight regression if available. 
*% Mean weight for this group w a s  not calculated or was estimated from other 
sorxrces (see text). 
Teble 36. %pled Effort, Ranked Catch atxi CR;IB for Area 045 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Using 
Hoak-and-Line Gear. Catch m s e n t a  Only the Fi& 
banbed by the Sampler. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
87 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intempted - 356.5 
Total Hours Still to Fish ( m l e t e  Trips) = 0.0 
B. Renked Catch 
f ---Mean--- : 
Carrmonnaaae RBnk Weight* Number %by No. Wt.* ha** SD 









W i s h ,  Yellowtail 
Rockfish, Rosy 
Sole, Sand 





M i n o ,  G l p  
Hake, Pacific 







Cat&perAnsler,Dey = 6.36 Catch per Angler Hour = 1.55 
U -Angler- = 7.04 Kg per Angler Itaur = 1.72 
t Weight estiaated from length-wight regregsign if available. 
tt Tatal length except for species w i t h  --like add,  fins (see text). 
tt* CPUg is umkrestimated if all fish taken were not ~d (see text). 
Table 37. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CRlE for Area 045 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, by All CPFV Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both lCept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Numrber Anglers Intercepted - 20 
Total Hours E f f o r t  for Anglers - 78.0 
T o t a l  Hours Still to Fish (InccmpleteTripas) = 0.0 
B. Rarhd Catch 
fkmnmna;l8e IEank M r  %by 
by Nuuber Caught Nunber 
C----N---(.--------- 
Rockfish, Yellowtail 1 50 30.9 
Rockfish, Blue 2 50 30.9 
Rockfish, Rosy 3 17 10.5 
Rockfish, Canary 4 11 6.8 
Rockfish, Copper 5 9 5.6 
F&ckfish, Quillback 6 8 4.9 
Rockfish, Widow 7 4 2.5 
Bocsc=cio 8 4 2.5 
M i W r ,  Kelp 9 3 1.9 
Rockpiah, BL&dc 10 1 0.6 
Rodrfiah, V e d i a n  11 1 0.6 
Rockfish, China 12 1 0.6 
Rockfish, Tiger 13 1 0.6 
Rockfish, Yelloweye 14 1 0.6 
Rockfish, Olive 15 1 0.6 
- -.u-.-.--- 
Total. 162 100 
CatchperAnglerDey = 8.10 Catch per Angler Mour = 2.08 
Teble 38. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUB for Area 045 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, by All CPFV Anglers U s U  
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Nuuber Landed 
and Does Not Iibclude Fiah R e t h  Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Ncmber Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
20 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intemepted - 78.0 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incmmplete Tripe) = 0.0 
B. RBnked Catch  
C a e P o n ~  Rank Nw~ber %by Meen Weight 

















t Weight eatiamted f r a  length-to-weight regrersian if available. 
Table 39. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CR;IE for Area 045 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, by All CPFV Anglers Using 
- Hook-&-Line Gear. Catch Represents Only the Fish 
Examined by the Sampler. 
- 
A. Sampled Effort 




Total Hours Effort for Anglers In-ted - 78.0 
Total Hours Still to Fish (IncompIete Tripe) = 0.0 
- B. Ranked Catch 
:--Mean--: 
Rank Weight* Nunber %by No. Wt.* In.** SD 

















- Rockfish, Yelloweye 
Total 181 03 162 100 161 
- 
- t Weipht eathted frola lemgth-to-weight regression if available. 
t* Total length except far species w i t h  tuna-like dfins (see text). 
ttt CEUg is drestimated if all fish taken =re not exambed (see text). 
AREA 045 
Figure 6. ~-~ Histogram for Blue Rockfish 
Taken by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Using Hook-and-Line Gear. 
Area 045, Quarter 3, 1983. 
AREA 045 
Figure 7. Length-- Histogram for Canary Rockfish 
Taken by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Using Hook-and-Line Gear, 
Area 045, Quarter 3, 1983. 
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Table 40. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUB for Area 097 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, lrJr Private or Rental Boat Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and R e t d .  
A. Sampled Effort 
Nrmrber Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
28 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 113.6 
Total Hours Still to Fish (LncoPlplete Tripe) = 0.0 
mclcfish, Blue 









Rockfish, Y e l l o m y e  
Rockfieb, Olive 
Mackerel, Pacific (Chub) 
Tsble 41. Sautpled Effort, W e d  Catoh and CRJE for Area 097 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line .Gear. Catch Represents Nmber Landed 
and Does Not Inclde Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sautpled Effort 
Nmiber Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
28 
Total  Hours E f f o r t  for Anglers Intercepted - 113.6 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Tripe) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Casmon- Rank Nuher X b p  Mean Weight 














Catch per Angler Ihy = 4.96 Catch per Angler Hour = 1.22 
Kg perAnplerDBy = 5.90 K8 perAnglerEIoplr = 1.45 
t Weight e s t h t e d  f ra  length-wight regression if available. 
** Mean weight for this group was not calculated or w a s  es th ted  fkom other 
saurcea (see text). 
AREA 097 
Table 42. Sampled Effort, Ranbed Catch a d  CRJB for Area 097 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Ckily the Fish 
%ambed by the Sampler. 
Nunber Mlers Intercepted - - 28 
Total Hours Effort for A n g l e r s  Intercepted - - 113.6 
Total H o u r s  S t i l l  to Fish (Inc?ormplete Trips) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch - 
:--Mean-: 
Colmwrnrwars &mk Weieht* Nuaber %by No. Wt.S Ln.tt SD - 
Cau8ht Caught NO. Meas. (U) (m) LN. 
Rockfish, Blue 
L i n e d  
Rockfish, Capper 
Rockfish, Y e l l w e y e  
Rockfish, Chary 
&&fish, Vermilion 
Sdmon, Coho ( S i l v e r )  
RocBfish, Rosy 
Rockfish, Q a i l l ~  
Rockfish, O l i v e  
Rockfish, (;hina 
Total 
t Weight eethted fmrn leagtbto-weight -ion if available. d 
tt Total length except for gpecies w i t h  kma-1- caxxkd fins (me text). 
ttt CPVg ie taderestimated if all  fiah taken were not emmined (see text). 
Table 43. Sampled Effort, W e d  Catch and CPUE for Area 097 
in 1983 for  Quarter 3, by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Using 
Spear Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept ard Returned. 
A. Sampled Rffort 
NMber Anglers Intercepted - 6 
Total Moura Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 10.5 
Total Hours S t i l l  to Fish (Itbwmgplete Trips) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Coggmonname Rank Maber %by 
by Nunber Caught Nmiber 
-~e=h-J 1 6 50.0 
Rockfish, Blue 2 2 16.7 
Linscod 3 2 16.7 
Rockfishes (unidentified) 4 1 8.3 
C a b e z ~  5 1 8.3 
Total 
CatchperAnplerDay = 2.00 Catch per Angler Hour = 
Table 44. Smupled Effort, Ranked Catch and CFUE for Area 097 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Using 
SpearGeer. CatchRepreSentsNunberLandsd .- - 
and Daes Not Include Fish Returned D e d  or Alive. - 
A. Sampled Effort -4. 
Ntmber Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
6 
Total  Aaw EfeOrt lor AnglersPIntmcepted - 10.5 
Total  Hours .wll td Fish (Iacanp;Lete Tripe) = 0.0 
.. ... B. Ranlced Catch 
- ( h ~ m ~ m -  Rank Nrrmber %by Mean Weight 
byNuaaer  Caught Number Wt.(kg)* Qught 
md- 1 6 50.0 O.OOt* 0 . 00 
Rockfish, Blue 2 2 16.7 O.OOtt 0.00 
Linsood 3 2 16.7 0 . OO** 0.00 
Rockfishes (unidentified) 4 1 8.3 0. OOt* 0.00 
C a b e m  5 1 8.3 0. OO** 0.00 
Tota l  12 100 0.00 
* Weight estimated fma length-might regression if available. 
** Mean might for this group was not calculated or was estimated fmn other 
sources (see text). 
AREA 097 
- 
Table 45. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 097 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Using 
- Spear Gear. Catch Represents Only the,Fish 
Examined by the Sampler. 
- 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
6 
- Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 10.5 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 0.0 
- B. Ranked Catch 
: : 
- 
Carrmon name Rank Weight* Ehnnber %by No. Wt.% In.*% SD 
b y W t .  Caught Caught No. Heas. {kg) (m) LN. 
--- 
--c------------------------------------------ 
- Total 0.00 0 0 0 
Catch per Angler my = 0.00 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.00 
- 
Kg per Ansler Day = 0.00 Kg per Angler Hour = 0.00 
r: Weight estimated from length-*weight regression if evailable. 
** Total length except for species with tuna-like caudal fins (see text). 
St* CKJE is underestimated if all fish taken were not exadned (see tact). 
Table 46. dampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CHlE for Area 3 (Oxan) 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, by Pier or Dock Anglers Using 
Hook-Ltnd-Line Gear. Catch Repre8enta A l l  Fiah Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Nunber Angle= Inte-ted - 91 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 406.0 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Imanplete Trip) = 0 . 0 
B. RBnked Catch 
CaraPon- Rank Nunber %by 
by Nunber Caytht Number 
---- 
Hackerel, bific (Chub) 1 102 48.6 
Salaron 2 26 11.9 
Croaker, White 3 24 11.4 
salmon, (-1 4 10 4.8 
Rookfish, Brown 5 10 4.8 
Snilpin, mific -om 6 7 3.3 
Rockfish, B M  7 5 2.4 
Flounder, S- 8 5 2.4 
-d, 9 4 1.9 
Jackslrelt 10 3 1.4 
Sharks 11 2 1.0 
--, Oray 12 2 1.0 
RBjr, Bat 13 2 1.0 
Bass, Striped 14 2 1.0 
s ' = f w  15 2 1.0 
Bcmito, Pacific 16 2 1.0 
M, L-P=d 17 1 0.5 
Tuncod, Pacific 18 1 0,5 




Catch psr Angler Iby = 2.31 Catch per Ansler Hour = 0.62 
Table 47. Smpled E f f o r t ,  Ranked Catch and CXJE for Area 3 (Ocean) 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, by P i e r  or Dock Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch RepreMmts Ntrnber L l d e d  
and Does N o t  Include F i s h  Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Seapled Effort 
Nmber Anglers Intercepted = 91 
Tota l  Hours Effort for Anglers Intempted P 406.0 
Total Hours Still to Fish ( k c u n p l e t e  Tripe) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
thm~mneme Rank Nunber %by Mean Weight 
byNmber Caught N&r Wt*(kg)* chaght 
- P -__UI_------- 
MBckerel, Pacific (Chub) 1 102 60.7 0 20 20.32 
Croaker, White 2 20 11.9 0.15 3.03 
- 9  c%irm0k ( K i d  3 10 6.0 1.91 19.06 
Rockfish, Brawn 4 10 6.0 0.90 9 04 
Ib&f!ish3 Black 5 5 3.0 1.27 6 34 
F l o d r ,  Stafi.y 6 5 3.0 0.15 0.76 
werch, W a l l @ $ =  7 4 2.4 0.20 0.79 
m w ,  G=W 8 2 '  1.2 1.19 2.38 
Ray, Bat 9 2 1.2 5.98 11.96 
Jadrslnelt 10 2 1.2 0.37 0.74 
Bonito, Pacific 11 2 1.2 1.73 3.45 
shark, L=p=d 12 1 0.6 0.62 0.62 
Tonmd, Pacifio 13 1 0.6 0.10 0.10 
Sculpin, Facifie SIxugbrn 14 1 0.6 0 . O O t t  0.00 
SurfpeFdr, Bafied 15 1 0.6 0.18 0.18 
Tota l  168 100 78.76 
* Weiaht estirated fmx~ length--ipht regression if available. 
t+ Mean weight for this group mre not caloulsted or waa esthted from other 
saurces (aee text). 
Table 48. Sampled Effort, Renked Catch arvd CXJB for Area 3 (Ocsan) 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, by Pier or Dock Anglers Using 
Moak-and-Line Gear. Catch Fbpmsemts Odly the Fish 
Exemined by the Sampler. 
A. Samppled Bffort 
Nmber Anglers Intercepted 0 
0 
91 
T o t a l  Hours Effort for Anglers Intemepted - 406.0 
T o t a l  Hours S t i l l  to Fish (Imomplete Tripe) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
!-+ban--' 8 
Rsnk We-t* X by No. W t o *  h a * *  SD 
by Wt. caught CRught No. Heas. (kg) (nr) w. 













T d ,  RLcific 
Total 
CatchperAaglerDsy = 1.79 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.40 
Kg perAaQlerDey = 0.86 & pe~rAnglerHarr = 0.18 
t Weight etstiaated PmeP length-to-uefrtht regmasion if amilable. 
t* T o t a l  length except for species w i t h  t u m ~ l i l c e  caudd fins (see text). 
tn: CPUE is tdemstiimted if all fiab taken were not a a d n e d  (see text). 
AREA 3 
Table 49. -led Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUB for Area 3 (Ocean) 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, by Jetty or Breakwater Anglers Using 
Hook-and-- Gear. Catch Represents A l l  Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Nmber Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
43 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 140.0 
Total Hours Still to Fish (hcamplete Trips) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Comn0n name Rsnk NLmber %by 
by Niraber Caught Number 
-7 -------- ----- 
Mackerel, Pacific (Chub) 1 190 83.7 
Anchovy, Northern 2 20 8.8 
Bonito, Pacific 3 7 3e1 
W i s h ,  Brown 4 3 1.3 
Bass, Striped 5 2 0.9 
Rockfish, Colrper 6 1 0.4 
b l p  7 1 0.4 
LinOcod 8 1 0.4 
Cabezon 9 1 0.4 
crodwr, White 10 1 0.4 
Total 227 100 
CatchperAnglerhy = 5,28 Catch per Angler Hour = 1.62 
AREA 3 
Table 50. Sampled Effort, M e d  Catch and CRlE for Area 3 (Ocean) 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, by Jetty or B h t e r  &glers Using 
Hook-and-Ljne Gear. Catch Rqmesents Nunbr Laded 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. &upled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
43 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 140.0 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incauplete Tripe) = 0-0 
B. Ranked Catch 
CarrmDnnasre RMk Nmber %by Mean Weieht  
byNmber Caueht Nunher Wt.(kg)* Caught 









Total 149 100 53.90 
t Weight estiBlated fmm length-to-w;eight regression if available. 
Table 51. Sampled Effort, Fhked Catch and CRJE for Area 3 (Ocesm) 
in 1983 for  Quarter 3, by Jet ty  or B r e d w a t e r  Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Cakh Represents Only the Fish 
Examined by the Simpler. 
A. Sampled E f f o r t  
Number Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
43 
Total Hours Effort for Angler8 Intercepted - 140.0 
Total Hours S t i l l  to  Fish (Imomplete Tripe) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
:---Mean---: 
Coason- Rank Weight* Nmber % No. W t . *  Ln.** SD 
bywt. Caught caught No. Meas. (kg) (nm) w. 
- --- --- -- - 
MBckerel, Facific (Chub) 1 28.50 110 88.7 57 0.26 273 19 
Lingad 2 6.37 1 0.8 1 6.37 838 0 
Bonito, Pacific 3 6.02 6 4.8 6 l4Oo 415 70 
Bass, Striped 4 4.05 1 0.8 1 4.05 894 0 
Rockfish, Bmwn 5 0.55 2 1.6 2 0.27 244 42 
Q.eenlinss Kelp 6 0445 1 0.8 1 0.45 317 0 
Rockfish, Cogper 7 0.37 ' 1 0.8 1 0.37 272 0 
Croalrer, White 8 0.20 1 0.8 1 0.20 262 0 
Cabez~n 9 0.19 1 0.8 1 0.19 212 0 
Tata l  46.68 124 100 71 
CatchperAnglerDay = 2.88 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.89 
perAnglerDay = 1.09 Xg perAnglerHaur = 0.33 
t Weight estimated from length-to-weight regreamion if available, 
tt Total length except for species w i t h  knra-like caudal fins (see text). 
*** CPUE is underestimated if all fish taken were not ex;eenixLed (see text). 
Table 52. Supled Effort, Bmked Catch and CPW3 for Area 3 (w) 
in 1983 for Qmrbr 3, by Beach or Bank Anglers U s i n g  
Hock-ad-Line Gear. Catch Represents All Fiah Chpturd, 
Both Kept am3 R e t u r n e d .  
A. -led Effort 
NrPlber Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
146 
Tota l  Hours E f f o r t  for Anglers Intercepted - 525.0 
Total  Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Tripe) = 11.5 
capon- RE& Nuarber %by 
by Nunber Caulfht Number 
-, - 
Mdcerel, P a c i f i c  (Chub) 
BBSs, striped 
Smfpemh, Silvew 
Sculpin, Pacifia Sfa#hom 
Surf@, Bafied 
sdlmn 







- 9  LRapard 
Stingray8 
Cmeher, White 
F l d ~ ,  Stafiy 
Table 53. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch end CKJE for Area 3 (Oceen) 
- 
in 1983 for Q#%rter 3, trg Beach or Bank Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents W r  Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Nwnber Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
146 
Total Hours  Effort for Angler8 Intercepted - 525.0 
Total Hours S t i l l  to Fish (Incauplete mpe) = 11.5 
B. Ranked Catch 
Cormsbnname Renlc W r  %by Mean Weight 













- 9  - (-) 
Sculpin, Pecifio Staghorn 
Total 
t Weight e s t h t e d  from l ~ - ~ i g h t  regression if available. 
t* kkan weight  for this group was not dculated or wes estimated fram other 
- -(see text). 
Table 54. Saapled Effort, Ranked Catch an]. CHlE for Area 3 (&em) 
in 1983 for Charter 3, by Beach or Bank Anglers Using 
Hook-and-- Gear. Catch Repeeents Only the Fish 
Examined by the Sampler. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Nunber Anglers Intercepted = 
- 
146 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 425.0 
Total Hours Still to Fish (bzomplete Tripe) = 11.5 f 
B. Ranked Catch - 
!---Mean---: 
Benlr W e i g h t *  Mmber X by No. Wt.* L a . % *  SD - 
bywt.  caught chught No. Meas. (kg) (Em) LN. 
Baa8, Striped 










t Weight  e~tiaated f ra~  length-lm-veight re&esmion if available. 
t* Total length exwpt  for species with tuna-like d fins (see text). 
ttr: CPUg is uderestiaated if all fish taken were not exmmhed (see text) 
Table 55. Sampled Effort, W e d  Catch and CPUE for Area 3 (Ocean) 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Nwaber Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
43 
Toid Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 211.5 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trip) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Coramonl~eme Rank Nmhr %by 
























Total 220 100 
C. CKJE 
CatchperAnglerDay = 5.12 Catch per Angler Hour = 1.04 
AREA 3 
Table 56. Sampled Effort, EEanked Catch and CRIE for Area 3 (Ocean) 
in 1983 for Buarter 3,  by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Nunber Landed 
and Does Not Includ~ Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Wber Anglers Intemepted - 
- 
43 
Total Hours Effort-for Anglers Intercepted - 211.5 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Cammonntutlre Rank Nunbr %by Mean Weight 





















Total 191 100 240 . 57 
CatchperAnglerDay = 4.44 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.90 
Kg perAnglerDay = 5.59 Kg perAngler'][~our = 1.14 
r: Weight estimated From length-to-weight regression if available. 
t* Mean weight for this group was not calculated or was estimated from other 
sources (see text). 
AREA 3 
Table 57. Sanpled Effort, Ranked Catch and CEUE for Area 3 (Ocean) 
- 
in 1983 for W e r  3, by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Using 
Hook-4-Line Cear. Catch Represents Only the Fish 
Examined by the Sampler. 
- 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 43 - 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 211.5 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 0.0 
- 
B. Ranked Catch 
: --*-- ; 
- hmm name Rank Weight* Number %by No. Wt.* Ln.** SD 

















Total 129.42 80 100 80 
CatchperAne1erh.y = 1.86 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.38 
Kg perAnglerDay = 3.01 Kg perAnglerHour = 0.61 
* Weight estimated from length-wight regression if available. 
** Total length except for species w i t h  tuna-like caudal fins (see text). 
*st  CRlE is underestinrrteci if all fish taken were not examined (see text). 
AREA 3 
Table 58. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch arrd CFUE for Area 3 (&em) 
in 1983 for Buarter 3, by All CPIrV Anglers Using 
Hcmk-arrd-Une Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Ret-. 
A. med E f f o r t  
Number Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
11 
Total  Hours E f f o r t  for Anglers Intercepted - 41.5  
Tota l  Hours S t i l l  to Fiah (Incwfplete  Tripe) = 0.0 
Casponrpeae Efanb N u n b r  %by 
WNUlaber Caught Nunber 
Fb%Mish, Brawn 





Rockfishes ( u n i d e n t i f i e d )  
Rockfish, Vermilion 
Rockfish, O l i v e  
Rodrfid, Oclpher 
Ibckfiah, Greenstriped 







mtch per Angle  = 12.55 CatchperAnglerHmrr 3.33 
AREA 3 
Teble 59. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPVB for Area 3 (Ocean) 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, by All CPFV Anglers Using 
- Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Rfqmsents Number ignded 
and Does Not Inclub Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
- 
A. Smupled Effort 





Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 41.5 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Tripe) = 0.0 
- B. Ranked Catch 
Ccm~mnaape Rank N\E8ber %by Mean Weight 
- by- Caught NMliber Wt.(b)* caught 
-- - 
Roclrfish, Brown 

















Total 131 100 115.71 
- Catch per Anctler Day = 11.91 Catch petr Ansler Hour 3 3.16 
gP per Angler h y  = 10.52 Eg per Angler Hour = 2.79 
- t W e i g h t  estirrted from length-might regmasion if available. 
XX Mean weight for this group waa not calculated or was es th ted  fieoa other 
saun=ea (8ee text). 
- 
Table 60. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CFtJE for Area 3 (Oceapl) 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, All CPFV hglers Using 
Hook-ard-Line Gear. Catch FbpmmmLs Only the Fish 
Examined by the Sampler. 
A. mid Effort 
Ehslber Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
11 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Interceptad - 41.5 
Total Houra Still to Fish (Incomplete lkipe) = 0,O 
B* Ranked Catch 
:--Mefm--: 
ColarJn- Renk Weight* Nmber %by No. Wt.8 In.*% SB 
by Wt. Caught Caught No. Meaa. (kg) (ma) LN. 
Rockfish, Brown 
Rockfish, Black 
Rockf iah, Yellowtail 
Rockfish, Capper 
Rockfish, Csnary 










Total 112.75 127 100 130 
CatchperAnglerDay = 11.55 CatchperAnglerMaurr 3.06 
Kg perAaglerDaJr = 10.25 Kg per Angler Hour = 2.72 
t Weight estinmteci Pros lengkh-ta-~&@& regression if d l a b l e ,  
n Total length emept for spies w i t h  ttma-lib caudal f b s  (aee text). 
tt* CRlS is taderestinrated if all fish talten were not w d (see text), 
Figure 8, Length-Fhquemy Histogram for Pacific (Chub) Mackerel 
Taken by Pier or Dock Anglers Using Hook-and-Line Gear. 
Area 3 (Ocean), Quarter 3, 1983 , 
Figure .9. W - F r e c p m y  Histogram for Pacific (Chub) -re1 
Taken by Jetty or Rreakwatkr Anglers U s i n g  Hook-and&ine Gear. 
Area 3 (Ocesn), -r 3, 1983. 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 
Lam N= 57 Mean= 2 7 h  
Limits (mn) 
Table 61. -led Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUB fur Area 3 (Bay) 
in 1983 for Busrter 3, by Pier or Dack Anglers Using 
Hodt-and-Line Gear. Catch Repreaents All Fish  Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
Nugd#r Anglers Intemepted - - 272 
Total  Hours Effort for Anglers In- - 984.5 
Total H a n s  S t i l l  to Fish (Incamplete Tripe) = 25.4 





Wd, w a l l ~  
Rockfishes (general) 
Goby, Y e l l a w f f n  
chxhr ,  White 
Bsss, Striped 
Shsr3ta 






BottarPishes (Gmudfih)  
sudpe!rch, Silver 
-perch, -




- 9  Isapard 
Perch, I)warf 
(Table 61. - continued) 
ComPwm name Rids Number %by 
by Nunber  Cayfht Nwber 
- -- 
Sierra, Gulf 27 1 0.1 
Flounders, Righteye 28 1 0-1 
--- - 
Total 752 100 
- C. CRTB 
Oatch per Angler Day = 2-76 Q~tchperAnglerHour= 0.76 
Table 62. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CRJB for Ares 3 (Bay) 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, by Pier or Dock Anglers Using 
W 4 - L i n e  Gear. Catch Represents W r  LBnded 
and Does Not Inclde Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Nunber Anglers Intercepted - 272 
Total Hour8 Effort for Anglers Xnte- - 984.5 
Total Houra Still to Fish (Ixxxaplete Tripe) = 25.4 
B. Ranked Catch 
amm~mrrapb Rsnk Number %by Mean Weight 
b y m r  Caught m r  Wt.(kg)* Caught 
Perch, Shiner 
Sculpin, rnific Sbaghcm 














s m o ~ ,  Brown
Perch, I)warf 
Sierra, Gulf 
Total 285 100 61.02 
CatchperAnglerLby = 1.05 mt&peruerWan.= 0.29 
IIp per Angler Day = 0.22 Kg perhglerlkmr = 0.06 
t Weight esthted f r a  length-to-weight regression i f  available. 
St Mean might for this group wse not calculated or waa e s t i m a k d  fmm other 
sources (see text). 
ARRA 3 
W 1 e  63. Sampled E f f o r t ,  Ranked Catoh and CPUEC for Area 3 {Bay) 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, & Pier or Ibck Angle- Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch hpmaents Only the Fish 
grcamined by the Sampler. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Nmiber Anglers Intercepted - 272 
Tota l  Hours Effort for Anglers Intemepbd - 984 5 
Tota l  Hours Still to Fish (1-lete T r i p )  = 25.4 
B. Ranked Catch 
:--Mean-; 
Camnonnaw Rank Weight* Nmbr %by No. W t . *  In.** SD 
by Wt. Caught Caught No. Meas. (kg) (ma) w. 

















Total 50.23 161 100 148 
C a t c h ~ A n O l e r -  = 0.59 OBtch per Angler Ham = 0.16 
IQg per Angler Day = 0.18 Kg perAn8lerHaur = 0.06 
t Weight eatated f ' r a  length-wight mgmesion if available. 
tt T o t e l  length exlcept for species w i t h  t\ma-like a d a l  fins (see text). 
*tt C i U  is d r e s t i r m t e d  if all fish laken were not exarained (gee text). 
Table 64. Sampled Effort, Fhked Catch end' CRJE for Area 3 (Bay) 
in 1983 for acnnrter 3, by Jetty or Bmakwater Anglers Using 
M o a k 4 - L i n e  Qear. Catdl  Repmesent8 A l l  Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Nunber Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
24 
Total Hours Effort  for Anglers Intemepted - 67.0 
Total Mours Still to Fish (Incauplete Tripe) = 3.0 
B. Ranked catch 
ColasPonrraaae Rank Number %by 
by #Lrmber caught NMber 
-pin, Pavcif ic  $taghorn 1 11 30.6 
md1 Str iped  2 11 30.6 
JacksBlelt 3 4 11.1 
Rodrfiah, Brcrwn 4 4 11.1 
w- 5 4 11.1 
Unidentified Fishes 6 1 2.8 
-W=h - 7 1 2.8 
Total 
Table 65. Sampled Effort, Ranbed Catch and CFWE for Araa 3 (BBy) 
in 1983 for Qmrter 3, by Jetty or Breakwater AngAn%lers Using 
Hook-d-Line Gear. CBtch Flepresents NUbr Landed 
and Does Not Inclde Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
NMt#r Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
24 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 67.0 
Total Hours S t i l l  to Fish (Incomcplete Trips) = 3.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Rank rJrrmber %by Mean Weight 




-perch, W s e  
Total 17 100 2.19 
\ 
CatchperAuglerLhy = 0.71 Catch per Mler Hour = 0.25 
Kg p e r m l e r I k y  = 0.09 Eg per Angler Elour = 0.03 
t &i&t eiartsd f r ~ p  l ength-wight  regression if available. 
Table 66. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CWE for Area 3 (Bay) 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, by Jetty or Breakwater Angler8 Usin(t 
Hook-and-- Gear. Catch Fiqmsents O d y  the Fish 
Baa&& by the m l e r .  
Manber Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
24 
Total Houra Effort for Anglers Intemepted - 67 0 
Total Haurs Still to Fish (Intxmplete Wipe) = 3.0 
:- 
Ranb Weight* NMber X by No. Wt.* Ln.tt SD - 
bs Wt. Causht Caueht No. Mess. (kg) (m) LN. 
- - - -  -- - - - - - - - ----- - - 
S=WI.ch, striped 1 1.56 11 64.7 11 0.14 203 25 - 
J-lt 2 0.36 1 5.9 1 0.36 358 0 
Rockfish, Bmwn 3 0.20 4 23.5 4 0.05 136 16 
wd, sharproge 4 0.08 1 5.9 1 0.08 184 0 - 
Total 2. 19 17 100 17 
CatchperAnglerDmy = 0.71 Catch per mler Hour = 0.25 
Kg perAuglerDay = 0.09 Eg per Angler Wour = 0.03 
t Weight esthted fraa length-to-weight regression if available. 
t* Total lemgth except for species w i t h  tuns-like caudal fins (see text). 
ttt CRTB is lnderestimated if al l  fish taken were not (see text). 
AREA 3 
Teble 67. Smpled Effort,  Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 3 (Bay) 
in 1983 for m r  3, by Beach or Bank Anglers Using 
Hook-a&-Line Gear. Catch Fkpmsents A l l  Fish Captured, 
Both Kept d Returned. 
A. !33mpled Effort 
NLlmber Anglers I n t e e  - 
- 
158 
Total  HoPrrs Effort for Anglers In- - 414.3 
Total  Hours S t i l l  to Fish (Incauplete Trips) = 37.5 
B. Ranked Catch 
cumwmrrame Rank Nunber %by 
by Ntlmber Caught NumbeF 
Sculpin, W f i c  Stashorn 
Goby, Yellowfin 
JackslPelt 






F l d r ,  starry 
Unidentified Fishes 








Table 68. Stimpled Effort, Fbnked Catch d CRJB for Area 3 (Bay) 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, bg Beach or Bank Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Repmsents Nunber hded  
and Does Not Inc lh  Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. !3ampled Effort 
Nunher Anglers Inteme@d - 
- 
158 
Tota l  Hours Effort for Amglers Intemepted - 414 3 
Tota l  Hours Still to Fish (Imomplete Tripe) = 37.5 
B. Ranked Catch 
Rank Nudler %by Mean wmt  
byNamiber Caught MaPber Wt.(ltp)* Caught 
- 
Goby, Yellowfin 




Floumkr, S t a r r y  
---, G=Y 
-, LRapard 




P e d ,  Black 
- 9  meckld 
Total 60 100 27 53 
Cat&perAnole~m = 0.38 Cgtch per hgler Hour = 0.14 
g% = 0.17 Xg perAnplerHarr r 0.07 
t Weight estimated from length-wight -ion if available. 
t x  ~ e e n  might for this wse not e t e d  or ~ n r a  e s t a t e d  f h m  other 
aolnves (-text). d I 
Table 69. Saurpled Effort, Ranked Catch and CHIB for Area 3 (Bay) 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, by Beach or Bank Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Only the Fish 
Examined by the Sampler. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
158 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 414.3 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Immuplete Trip) = 37.5 
B. W e d  Catch 
: ---Mean---- : 
(IorsPrwmnruse Rank Weight* Nunber %by No. Wt.8 h.** SD 
bs wt. caueht Caueht No. &as. (kg) (nma) LN. 
- 9  - 











t Weight estimated from length-might regression if availab3.e. 
** Total length except for species w i t h  tubla-like a d a l  fins (see text). 
St* CFUE is uxkrestimated if all fish taken were not 33, (B w). 
Table 70. Sampled Effort, Ranked &tch aad CRJE for k e a  3 (Bay) 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Using 
Hook-4-Line Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Effort 
NuDber Anglers Intercepted - - 285 
Total Hour8 Effort for Anglers Intemepted = 1521.3 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incuaplete Tripe) = 0.0 
Be Ranked Catch 
cammzmname Rank Number %by 
by Nmber Caught M r  
-, striped 1 
Sharks 2 
Sculpin, PELC)ific Staghorn 3 
- 9  - 4 
&by, Yellowfin 5 
Craelrer, White 6 
--fP=h- 7 
Perch, Shiner 8 
st- (9ierueral) 9 
Rockfishes (general ) 10 
aas, Bat 11 
Rockfish, Bmwn 12 




Parch, Black 17 
Rodcfiah, Blue 18 
-, m l e ~ e  19 
Smoo-, Gray 20 
Seaperch, Rubberlip 21 
Sculpin, ScaLed 22 
F l h ~ ,  Stanrg 23 
St-, White 24 
Perch, Pile 25 
. .$:, , 
" , : '.? . .
.... 
(Table 70. - continued) 
Cormwrn- Rank Nmber %by 





C a b e m  
Unidentified Fishes 
sploothhound, Brown 







ChtchperAaPlerDay = 2.67 Catch per Angler Haur = 0-50 
AREA 3 
Table 71. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CRIB for Aree 3 (Bay) 
in 1983 for Buarter 3, by Private or Rental Boat hglera U s i n g  
Mook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents m r  Landed 
and Ikes Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Nuaber Anglers Intercepted - 286 
Total Moura E f f o r t  for Anglers Xnte- = 1521.3 
Total Hours Still to Fish (-lete Tripe) = 0.0 




kby, Yel ld in  
-6- 




Sculpin, Pacifia S~~&IOFI~ 
Rockfish, Blue 











Sbo-, k m n  





(Table 71. - continued) 
- 
Rank - %by Mean *&&It 
by Number Caught Nunber W t .  (kg) * Caught 
-- 
Tuna, Albaoore 28 1 0.3 2.61 2.61 
-- ------- 
- Total 306 100 553 48 
CatchperAnglerby = 1.07 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.20 
Kg per Angler lhy = 1.94 Kg perAnglerHour = 0.36 
t Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
** Mean weight for this group was not calculated or WRS estinmted from other 
- souxYxs (see text). 
Table 72. Sampled Ef'fort, Ranked Catch and CRJE for Area 3 (Bay) 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Cear. Catch Represents M y  the Fish 
-by the Sampler. 
d 
A. Sampled Effort 
Nunber Anelem Intercepted - 285 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers I n t e e  = 1521.3 
Total Hours S t i l l  to Fish (Incomplete Tripe) = 0.4) 
B. RBnked Catch d 
:---mean---: 
~~ Rank Weight* lkmber %by No. W t . %  Ln.** SD - 






















Soulpin, Egcific Sta8hom 
SurPperdres 
- 
t Weight estimsted front length-to-weight regression if available. 
*t Total length except for species w i t h  tuna-like cawid fins (see text). 
ttt CRlg is d f e g t i m a t e d ,  if all fish taken were not examimd (see text). 
d 
Table 73. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch a d  CFUE for Area 3 (Bay) 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, by A l l  CPFCr Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and R e t u r n e d .  
A. Sampled E f f o r t  
Mmber Anglers Intemepted - 
- 
36 
Tota l  Hours E f f o r t  for Anglers I n t e w  - 238 0 
Total t I o m  Still to Fish (Incomplete Tripe) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Cawannane Renk Niaiber %by 





St=%- ( s d )  










Table 74. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CH16 for Ares 3 (Bay) 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, by All CPFV Anglers Using 
Hook-ad-Lhe Gear. Cat& Represents Number Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
N\mbber Anglers Intemepted - 
- 
35 
Total. Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 238 .O 
Total Hours S t i l l  to Fish (Incomplete Tripe) = 0.0 
B* Ranked Catch 
Ccm~mname IEank Nwhr %by Mean Weight  
bYEharber cal4ifht Ntrmber W t . ( k g ) *  Caught 









Total 26 100 150.19 
t Weight estimated fmm length-might regression if available. 
*r: Mean weight for this group was not calculated or anas estimated Frola other 
-s (aee text). 
AREA 3 
Table 75. Sampled I3ff0I.t~ Ranked Catch and CRIE for  Area 3 (BBy) 
in 1983 for  Quarte!r 3, by A l l  CPFV Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Regresents O n l y  the Fish 
Examined by the Sampler. 
A. Sampled Effort 
hhnnber Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
35 
Total Hours Effort for  Anglers Intercepted - 238 0 
Total H o u r s  Still t o  Fish ( m l e t e  Tripe) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
:---Mean---: 
C o r m a o n ~  Rank Wei&htt Nmiber % b y  No. Wt.*  . SD 
b y w .  Caught Csusht No. Meas. (kg) (m) LN. 





s m o ~ ,  Brown
Flwnder, Starry 
Sanddab, Pacific 
Total 136.67 22 100 22 
CatchperAnglerDay = 0.63 Ccrtch per Angler Maur = 0.09 
Eg perAnglerDay = 3.90 K# perAnglerHour = 0.57 
t Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression i f  available. 
tt Total length except for  apeciea w i t h  tuna-like uda l  f in8 (see text). 
tn: CPUE is underestimated if all f i sh  taken were not examined (see text). 
AREA 4 
%le 76. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CRT& for Area 4 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, by Pier or Dock Anglers Using 
H o o k - a d - L i a e  Cear. Catch Repmsents A l l  F i sh  Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A. Smpled Effort 
Nrsber Anglera Intercepted - 
- 
212 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers 1.- - 750.1 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Tripe) = 29.3 
B. Ranked Catch 
Mackarel, Pacific (Chub) 









Sculpin, Pacifb Saghorn 
Croaker, White 
Bonito, Pacific 












Catch per Angler Day = 2.56 C a t c h p e r h g l e r H o u r =  0.72 
Table 77. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CHJB for Area 4 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, by Pier or Dock Anglers Usimg 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Ntrmber Landed 
amit Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
NMber Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
212 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 750 1 
Total Hours Still to Fish ( m l e t e  Trips) = 29.3 
B. Ranked Catch 
Camronname Rank Mnnber %by Mean 
by hiher Caught Nunber Wt.(kg)* 
------ ------------- 
W r e l ,  Pacific (Chub) 1 129 33.2 0.21 
Surfperch, Walleye 2 85 21.9 0.09 
J a e h l t  3 47 12.1 0.27 
Surfperches 4 41 10.5 0: lo** 
Topmelt 5 20 5.1 0.04 
T d ,  Pecific 6 14 3.6 0.03 
Seaperch, White 7 13 3.3 0.12 
Perch, Shiner 8. 11 2.8 0.02 
Croaker, White 9 7 1.8 0.11 
Bonito, Fbcific 10 6 1.5 0.92 
Bess, Striped 11 5 1.3 0.31 
Perch, Black 12 3 0.8 0.21 
Rockfish, Blue 13 . 2 0.5 0.04 
Rockfish, &elp 14 2 0.5 0.22 
Mackerels and Tunas 15 1 0.3 0.24** 
Flounders, Righteye 16 1 0.3 0.34** 
Flourder, Starry 17 1 0.3 0.34 






















Catich per Angler I)ay, =. 1.83' CatchperAnBlerMour= 0.52 
Kg per hiller Day , = ..,. .. ,,. 0.31 % per Angler Hour = .0.09 
r Weight eetimated && ~ e m g t h ~ ~ i e h t  m a i o n  if available. 
tt Mean weight for this group wae not calculated or was estimated fran other 
sources (see text). 
Table 78. -led Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for Ar#r 4 
in 1983 for BuarteF 3, by Pier or Pock Anplera Wing 
Hook-and-- Gear. Catch bpmaenta Ckily the Fish  
Examined by the Sampler. 
A. Samp1ed Effort 
Mmrk?r Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
212 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intemepted - 750.1 
Total Hours S t i l l  to Fish (Incomplete Tripe) = 29.3 
B. Ranked Catch - 
:---Mean---: 
Renk Weight* Nmiber %by No. Wt.* b.** SD - 
bywt. Catlght Caught No. Mea8. (kg) (mu) IN* 
merel ,  k c i f i o  (Chrtb) 
s=f?==h, w e y e  
Jacksmelt 
Bonito, Paoific 
s=Pd ,  white 
-, striped 
Topsl~elt 
F e d ,  Black 
Croaker, White 
Rockfish, Kelp 





htchperAnglerDay = 1.14 Catuhpew15nrtlerHourr 0.32 
per Angler Dery = 0.17 Kg perhglerHour = 0.05 
t Weight estipated fzm l e n g & ~ i g h t  remesaion if asmilable- 
x* Total length except for species w i t h  tma-like c a d d  fins (see text). 
t*t CRIE ia uxkeatinrted if all fiah taken were  not exmhmi (see text). 
Table 79. Sempled Effort, Ranked Catch and CRlB for Area 4 
- 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, by Jetty or -ter Anglers Using 
Hook-d-Line Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and R e t u r n e d .  
- 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Arxglers Intercepted - 
- 
64 
T o t a l  Hours E f f o r t  for Anglers Intercepted - 189.0 
Tota l  Hours S t i l l  to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Camon name Rank Number %by 
by Num?2er caught Nwnber 
surfF=de8 
Meckerel, Pacific (Chub) 
Surfperch, Walleye 






Total 59 100 
Table 80. Sampled Bffort, Ranked Catch and CFW for Area 4 
in 1983 for Bmrrter 3, by Jetty or Bredwater  Anglers Using 
Haok-fYd-Lim Cear. Catch Represents Number Lsndect 
and Does Not Incl&e Fish R e t d  Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Ntober Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
64 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 189.0 
Total Hours S t i l l  to Fish (Inwmplete Trip) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
CarePDsr- Rank Nuaber %by Mean Weight 
bYNuPber Caught NMber Wt.(kg)* caught 









Catchper- lerDay = 0.83 CBtchperAnglerHour= 0.28 
Kg per h#ler Day = 0.21 Kg perAng1erlb.m = 0.07 
X Weight eathted fmm length-wight  regression if available. 
XX Mean weijfht for this graup was not calculated or was estimated frm other 
saurces (see text). 
Table 81. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUB for Area 4 
- 
in 1983 for Qawbr 3, by Jetty or Breakwater Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catah Repmsents Only the Fish 
Examined by the Sampler. 
- 
A. Sampled Effort 
- Number Anglers Intercepted - 64 
Total Hours Effort for Ansglers Intercepted = 189.0 
Total Hours Still to F i s h  (Incomplete Trips) = 0.0 
- 
B. ICenhed Catch 
:=-+km--; 
- Carmaplname F b k  We-t* Nunber %by No. Wt.* In.** SD 
byWt. Caught Caught No. Meas. (kg) (mm) W. 
--- --- 
- Werel, Pacific (Chub) 
J a c h l t  
Fl~rnsder, Stafiy 
- Rockfish, Kelp Surfpemh, Walleye 
Seaperch, White 
Bockfish, Brawn 
- Unidentified Fishes 
L Catch per Angler Day = 0.58 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.20 
Kg perAnglerhy = 0.16 Kg perAnglerHour = 0.06 
- % Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
tt Total length except for species with tuna-like d fins (see text). 
%** CFUE is underestimated if a l l  fish taken were not Ja (see text). 
Table 82. Sampled Effort, W e d  Catch end CR16 for Area 4 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, by Beach or Bank Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Lins Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Cagtured, 
Both gept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
186 
Total Mours Effort for Anglers Intemeptd - 539.5 
Total Houra Still to Fish (Incomplete Tripe) = 49 -0 
B. Ranked Catch 
-, Bafied 
w r c h e s  
smfpemh, Silvar 
M i n o ,  Kelp 
Bess, Striped 
Perch, Bla& 

















Table 83. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CRTB for Area 4 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, by Beach or Bank Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Plhmdber Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 186 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 539.5 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 49.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
ComDonnsaoe Rank Nuuiber %by Mean Weight 




















Total 254 100 45.86 
CatchperAnfglerby = 1.37 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.47 
Q! perAnglerDay = 0.25 U per Angler Hour = 0.09 
t Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
** Mean weight for this group was not calculated or was esthted from other 
sources (see text). 
AREA 4 
Table 84. -led Effort, W e d  Catch and CAIE for Area 4 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, by Beach or Bank Anglers Wing 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Only the Fish 
Bmmined by the Sampler. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Nmber Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
186 
Total Hours Bffort for Anglers In- - 539.5 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Tripe) = 49.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
: ---Mean--- : 
C a l m c m ~  Efenk Weight* Number %by No. Wt.* h.*t SD 
wwt. Causht -l.uxht No. Meas. (kg) (aa) LN. 
md, 1 
Surf@, Silver 2 
-, ~ I P  3 
Perch, Bladr 4 
-ins, Kelp 5 
Cabezan 6 
Flouder, Starry 7 
-9 Swped 8 
Perch, Pile 9 
Surfperch, m i -  10 
Wd, Wleye 11 
Jadrspelt 12 
Seaperch, White 13 
Eodtfish, lcelp 14 
Croaker, White 15 
Sole, Sand 16 
Bottaerfiahes ( ~ i ~ )  17 
Total 41 17 226 100 200 
CatchperhglewDay = 1.22 Catch per Angler MDur = 0.42 
Xg perAaQlerDay = 0.22 g0 perAnglerXour = 0.08 
t Weight est-ted from length-to-ueight reatresclicm if available. 
t* Total length emcept for species w i t h  lama-like cauW fin8 (see taxt). 
t*t CPUB is mderemthted if d l  fish takenwem not exidmid (- text). 
Table 85. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 4 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, by Private or Rental Boat Anglers U s i n g  
Hook-&-Line Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
' Both Kept and Returned, 
A. Saerpled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) 
B. Ranked Catch 
Canaan name 



















L i n e d  
Rockfish, Yelloutail 
F l d r s ,  Lefteye 































































(Wle 85. - continued) 
Rank Nunber X by 









Total 1218 100 
C. CRlg 
Catch per Angler h y  = 7.52 Catch per Angler Hour = 1.64 
Table 86. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 4 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Using 
Hodr-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Number Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Wber Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
162 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 744.6 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Tripe) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Comnonnanre IEank Number %by Mean Weight 





Mackerel, Pacific (Chub) 
Rockfish, Brown 












Rockf ish , Yellowtail 
Lingcod 
F l c n d e r s ,  Lefteye 
- 9  Kelp 
Rockfish, Roaethorn 
Bocaccio 




(Table 86. - contirmed) 
Coamrm- Rank m r  %by Mean Weight 
b y N u n b e r  Caught Number Wt.(kg)* Caught 
------------..---------- 
S a h ~ ~ n  28 1 0.1 1 *61 1.61 
Rockfish, China 29 1 0.1 0.56 0.56 
Greenla, alp 30 1 0.1 0.60 0.60 
Sole, Dover 3 1 1 0.1 O.OOtt 0.00 
----- ----- -- 
Total 1083 100 498.34 
CatchperAnglerDay = 6.69 Catch per Angler Mour = 1.45 
Kg perAnglerDay = 3.08 Eg perAnglerHour = 0.67 
* Weight estimated from lemgth-might regression if available. - 
t* Mean weight for this group waa not calculated or was eetimated frcm other 
so~lrces {see text ) .  
- 
- 
Table 87. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CRIE for Area 4 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, by Private or Rental Buat Anglers Using 
- Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Only the Fish 
Examimd by the Sampler. 
A. Sampled Effort 
NLmrber Anglers Intercepted - 162 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 744.6 
Total Hours S t i l l  to Fish ( Incomple te  Tripe) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
:--Mean--: 
Rank Weight* Number %by No. Wt.* In.** SD 
WWt. h.&t aught NO. Meera. (b) (m) LN. 
Rockfish, Brown 
- Bonito, Pacific 
Rockfish, B l u e  













Bass, a l p  
Ruckf ish, Black-and-yellow 
SaJJmn 
Shark, B l u e  







(Table 87. - continued) 
- : -Mean-- ; 
cummnname Rank Weight8 Number %by No. . Ln.t* SD 
by wt. Caught Caught No. Meas. (kg) (mn) IN. 
................................ _I_-------- 
- 
Flounders, Lef teye 27 0.00 5 1.0 4 0.00 211 3 
Sole, Dover 28 0.00 1 0.2 1 0.00 204 0 
Total 276.54 519 100 41 1 
CatchperAnglerDay = 3.28 Catch per Angler H o u r  = 0.70 
Kg perAnqlerDay = 1.71 U perAng1erlh.w = 0.37 
* Weight estimated frota length-to-weijght regression if available. 
tt Total length except for species w i t h  tuna-like caudal fins (see text). 
ttt CFfB is underestimated if all fish taken w e r e  not examined (see text). 
AREA 4 
Table 88. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CRTE for Area 4 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, lw All CPFV Anglers Using 
- Hodr-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
' Both Kept and Returned. 
- 
A. Sampled Effort 
Mmber Anglers Intemepbd - 
- 
151 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - - 571.0 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 0.0 
- B. Ranked Catch 
Commn name Rank Nwnber %by 
- by lbber chght mnber 





















Mackerels and Tunas 
Mdcerel, Pecific (Chub) 
Fbckfish, China 
W i s h ,  Yelloweye 
Cabezon 


























CatohperAnglerDay = 11.32 Catch per Angler Hour = 2.99 
Table 89. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CfVE for Area 4 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, by All CPE'V Anglers Using 
- Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Number Landed 
and Does Not Inel& Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
- 
A. Sanrpled Effort 




Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 571 .O 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 0.0 




Rockfishes (general) 1 
Rockfish, Yellowtail 2 
Rockfish, B l u e  3 
Chilipepper 4 
Bocaccio 5 
Rockfish, O l i v e  6 
Rockfish, Greenspotted 7 
Rockfish, Greenstriped . 8 
Rockfish, Rosy 9 
Rockfish, Canary 10 
Rockfish, Starry 11 
Rockfish, Gopher 12 
Rockfish, Widow 13 
Rockfish, Copper 14 
Flockfish, Brown 15 
Rockfish, F l a g  16 
Rockfish, Rosethorn 17 
Rockfish, Speckled '18 
Sole, Dover 19 
Lingcod 20 
Flockfish, Verrmilion 21 
Rockfish, China 22 
Mackerel, Pacific (Chub) 23 
Rockfish, Yellaweye 24 
Cabezon 25 
Rockfish, Quillbeck 26 





























































(Table 89. - continued) 
Coaagonname Rank Nunber X by Mean Weight 
byhnber Caueht Nmber Wt.(kg)* Caught 
Cowrod 28 1 0.1 2.33 2.33 
-ins, Kelp 29 1 0.1 0.54 0.54 
Sablef ish 30 1 0.1 0.52 0.52 
Sanddab, Fbcific 3 1 1 0.1 0.10 0.10 
Flomders, Righteye 32 1 0.1 O.OOt* 0.00 
Sole, Butter 33 1 0.1 1.23 1.23 
Total 1578 100 1356 19 
Catch per Angler Day = 10.45 Catch per Angler Hour = 2.76 
gS per Angler Day = 8.98 K g  per Angler Haur = 2.38 
t Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
t x  Mean weight for this group w a s  not calculated or was estimated frosl other 
sources (see text). 
AREA 4 
Table 90. Sampled Effort, Renked Catch and CPUE for Area 4 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, by All CPFV Anglers UsinB 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Only the Fish 
Examined by the Sampler. 
A. Saerpled Effort 
Nmber Anglers Intemepted - 
- 
151 
Total Holrrs Effort for Anglers Intexqked - 571.0 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Inmmplete Trips) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
:-Mean--: 
C o r r o n ~  Rank Weight* Nuuber %by No. Wt.* h.** SD 






Rockfish, G r e e n s p o t t e d  
Lingcod 
M i a h ,  Canary 
Rockfish, Capper 
Rockfish, S t a r r y  

















(Table 90. - continued) 
- 
: -Mean--- ' 
Conmonnare Rank Weight* Number %by No. Wt.X h.t* SD 
by Wt. Caught Caught No. Meas. (kg) (mm) IN. - 
Rockfish, Kelp 27 0.53 1 0.1 1 0.53 330 0 
Sablef ish 28 0.52 1 0.1 1 0.52 391 0 
Mackerel, Pacific (Chub) 29 0.48 1 0.1 1 0.48 329 0 - 
Senddab, Pacific 30 0.10 1 0.1 1 0.10 214 0 
Total 976.72 1125100 1042 - 
CatchperAnglerDery = 7.45 Catch per Angler Hour = 1.97 
Kg per Angler Day = 6.47 Eg perAnglerHour = 1.71 
* Weight estimated from length-to-weight regression if available. 
tt Total length except for species w i t h  tuna-like caudal fins (see text). 
tt* CRX is udemstimated if all fish taka were not examhed (see text). - 
Figure 10. Length-Fmqtmcy Histogram for Pacific (Chub) Mackerel 
Taken by Pier  or Dock Anglers U s i n g  Hook-and-Line Gear. 
Area 4, Quarter 3, 1983. 
Figure 11. Length-- Histogram for Barred Surfperch 
Taken by Beach end Bank Anglera Using Hook-and-Line Oear. 
Area 4, Quarter 3, 1983, 
Figure 12. Length-Fmquemy Histogram for White Croaker 
Taken by Private or Rental Boat Anglers U s i n g  Hook-&-Line Gear. 
Area 4, Quarter 3, 1983. 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 
I I I-8 
w N= 43 Mean= 259rmr 
Limits (nm) 
Figure 13. Length-- Hiatagram for Bocaccio 
Taken by A l l  CPFV Anglers Using Hock-and-Line Gear. 
Area 4, Quarter 3, 1983. 
AREA 4 
Figure 14. Length-Fmquemy Histogram for Chilipepper 
Taken by All CPFV Anglers Using Hook-and-Line G e a r .  
Area 4, Quarter 3, 1983. 
Fieure 15. IaUth-Fbquemy Histogram for Blue Rockfish 
Taken by All CPFV Anglers Using Hook-and-Line Gear. 
Area 4, Quarter 3, 1983. 
AREA 4 
Figure 16. Length-- Histogram for Greenstriped Rockfish 
Taken by All CPFV Anglers U s i n g  Hook-and-- Gear. 
- Area 4, Quarter 3, 1983. 
AREA 4 
Figure 17. Length-- Histogram for Olive Rockfish 
Taken by A l l  CPFV Anglers Using Hook-and-Line Gear. 
Area 4, Quarter 3, 1983. 
AREA 4 
Figwe  18. Length-- Histogram for Rosy Rockfish 
Taken by A l l  CPM Anglers Usin-$ Hook-and-Line Gear. 
Area 4, Quarter 3, 1983. 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 
m - m m m  m 
n u -  - n n 
LeNth N= 42 Mean= 237mm 
Lirnits(ma) 
AREA 4 
Figure 19. Length-- Histogram for. Yellowtail Rockfish 
Taken by AU, CPFV Anaflera Using Hook-and-Line Gear. 
Area 4, Quarter 3, 1983. 
Table 91. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CRlE for Area 5 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, by Pier or Dock Anglers Us- 
. Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A, Sampled Effort 
Nudber Anglers Intemepted = 
- 
287 
Total Harug Effort for Anglers Intemepted - 828 1 
Total Hours S t i l l  to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 0.0 
B. Fbked Catch  
Canman- RMk Nunber %by 
bYNLllnber Caught Nmber 
Mackerel, hifie (Chub) 
Croaker, White 
Perch, shiner 
J a c h l t  
Surfperch, Walleye 
W i s h  
surfperches 
Sculpin, mifie Sta(tharn ' 
F4tcific Pompen, 












Total 708 100 
C. CR]g 
Catch per Ansler Dey = 2.47 Catch per Angler Hour = 0.86 
Mle 92. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUE for Area 5 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, by Pier or Dook Anglers Using 
Hodr-eUd-Line Oeas. Catch Repmsents Nmber Landed 
and Does Not Inclde Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sapled Effort 
Nunber hglers Intercepted x 
- 
287 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 828 1 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Tripe) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
C!ommnm Rank Nunber X b p  Piean W e i g h t  
by Mraber CBurtht Maher Wt.(kg)* Caught 
Mackerel, Pacific (Chub) 
Perch, Shiner 













Total 534 100 104 . 37 
CatohperAnglerDay = 1.86 Catch per Angler Ham = 0 -64 
Xg perhglerDay = 0.36 U perh8lerHour = 0.13 
t Weight esthted fram length-to-weisht regres8h if mailable. 
t X  Mean might for this group not calculated or was estimated fraa other 
-(see text). 
- 
Table 93. Smnpled Effort, W e d  Catch and CPUB for Area 5 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, by Pier or Dock Anglers Usin8 
- . Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Only the F i sh  
Examined by the Sampler. 
- 
A. Sampled Effort . 
Ndmr Anglers Intercepted - 
- - 
287 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 828 1 
Total Hours S t i l l  to Fish (lbanplete Trips) = 0.0 
- B. Ranked Catch 
:--Meam--; 
- Cormeonnau~! Rank W e s t *  Nuaber %by No. Wt.S Ln.tt SD 
bsw. Caueht Caught No. Irleas. (kg) (m) LN. I 
- 
MBckerel, Fbcific (Chub) 1 39.63 160 49.5 134 0.25 264 38 
Croaker, White 2 3.33 24 ,7.4 24 0.14 222 48 
surfPf?d, W a l l -  3 3.25 34 10.5 22 0.10 182 21 
Jacksmelt 4 2.69 29 9.0 20 0.09 226 50 
- Bonito, Prrcific 5 2.48 2 0.6 2 1.24 455 1 
Perch, Shiner 6 1.11 51 15.8 21 0.02 119 8 
Jaclr I'hkerel . 7  0.59 3 0.9 3 .0.20 254 43 
- md, 8 0.50 3 0.9 3 0.17 200 52 
Bocaccio 9 0.46 1 0.3 1 0.46 356 0 
Surfperch, Silver 10 0.44 4 1.2 4 0.11 184 47 
Pacific Paapet.ho 11 0.43 7 2.2 
- 
7 0.06 164 .I1 
Topsmelt 12 0.31 3 0.9 3 0.10 253 71 
Flounder, Starry 13 0.10 1 0.3 1 0.10 214 0 
Sea~e!Fch, White 14 0.07 1 0.3 1 0.07 179 0 
I 
Total 55.41 323 100 246 
t Weight e s t h t e d  fma length-to-weight regression i f  available. 
tt Total length except for species w i t h  tuna-like amdal f ins  (see text). 
St* CRTg is -timated i f  all  fish taken were not exarined (see text). 
Table 94. %upled Effort, RanEred Catch and CPUE for Area 5 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, by Beach or Bgnk Anglers Using 
Wd-Line Gear. Catch R q m s e m t s  All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept ard Returned. 
A. -led E f f o r t  
Nunber Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
86 
T o t a l  EIours E f f o r t  for Anglers Intercepted - 186.5 
T o t a l  Hours S t i l l  to Fish (Inxnplete Tripe) = 14.0 
fEank Number % X b g  
by-r Gmght Nuober 
- - - - - - - - - 














Mduwel, Pscifio (Chub) 
Table 95. Sampled Effort, W e d  Catch and CHlE for Area 5 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, by or Bank Anglers Using 
Hook-and-- Cear. Catch R e p r e s e n t s  Nmbr Laded 
and Does Not Inclucxle Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Mmber Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
86 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - 186.5 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Incomplete Tripe) = 14.0 
B. Ranked Catch  
C o m m D n m a ~  E)enk NrrnbeT %by Megn Weight 











Bonito, h z i f i c  
Mackerel, Pacific (m) 
.- 
t Weight eatimted from length-to-weight regression if available. 
** Mean weight for this gr~lprp was not calculated or was estimated fran other 
saurces (see text). 
Table 96. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CRIE for Arerr 5 
in 1983 for Buarter 3, by Beach or Bank Anglers Using 
Hook-and-- Gear. Catch Represents Ckily the Fish 
Bramined by the Sampler. 
A. Sampled Effort 
lbuber Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
86 
T o t a l  Hours E f f o r t  for Anglers Iirtercepted (.. 186.5 
Tota l  Ifours S t i l l  to Fish (Incomplete Trips) = 14.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
: ---Megn---- : 
Cambun- Ranlt W-tt Nuaber X &  No. Wt.* Ln.** SD 









W r c h ,  Silvsr 
Total 18.93 61 100 58 
QatchperAnglerhy = 0.71 Catch per Angler Rour = 0.33 
Xg perAnglerDay = 0.22 IU perAnglerWaur = 0.10 
t Weipht  estirrted f r a  length-to-neight -ion if available. 
tt Tota l  length exlcept for species w i t h  tuna-like umhl fins (see text). 
ttt CRJE is uderesthated if all fish taken were not ammined (see text). 
Table 97. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CRlE for Area 5 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
A. Sampled Effort . 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 231 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted = 1034.0 
Total Hours Still to Fish ( I n c o n i p l e t e  Trips) = 0 .O 
B. Rank& Catch 
ColPllron name Renk Number %by 
by Nmber Caught Nunber 
Rockfish, Blue 
Rockfish, Gopher 
W r e l ,  Facific (Chub) 
Roclrfish, Olive 
C d e r ,  White 
Bonito, Pacific 











W i s h ,  Yellawtail 
Rockfish, China 
c8b@z;on 






(Table 97. - continued) 
Colmron name Rank Nwnber %by 




F l b r ,  StaF1.y 
spins Doefish 
Rockfish, Black 
W i s h ,  Y e l l o m y e  








- - p--pppp-------p-------------- 
Total 1697 100 
Table 98. Sampled Effort, W e d  Catch and CFUE for Area 5 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents EJl;mber Landed 
and Does Not Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Nunber Anglers Intercepted - 231 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted = 1034.0 
Total Hours Still to Fish (Inroraplete Trips) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
CorrppDannanre Rank Nwnber %by Mean Weight 




























(Table 98. - continued) 
Commnname Rank Mrmber %by Mean Weight 
by Number Caught MPnber Wt. (kg) 1: Caught 
Sanddab, Pacific 














CatchperAnglerDay = 6.88 OatchperAnglerIEour= 1.54 
Kg per Angler Day = 3.82 XQz perhglerllour = 0.85 
t Weipht e e t h t e d  fraa length-to-ueight regresaium if available. 
** Mean m&ht for this group was not cdculated or wss estimated frca other 
saurces (see text). 
- .  
AREA 5 
Table 99. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch and CPUB for Area 5 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Using 
Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Only the Fish 
Examined by the Sampler. 
A. Sampled Effort . I 
Nwnber Mlers Intercepted - 231 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted = 1034.0 
Total Hours Still to Fish (-ete Tripe) = 0.0 
B. Ranked Catch 
Weight* 
Caught 




- -- - - 
Rockfish, Blue 1 
Bonito, Pacific 2 
Rockfish, Olive 3 
Rockfish, Gopher 4 
Rockfish, Copper 5 
Lingcod 6 
Rockfish, Brown 7 
Roclrfish, Vermilion 8 
Wkerel, Pacific (Chub) 9 
Croaker, White 10 
Rockfish, Grass 11 
Rockfish, Kelp 12 
Cabezon 13 
Rockfish, Rosy 14 
Rockfish, Blackd-yellow 15 
-, clxim0k (-1 16 
Bocmccio 17 
Rockfish, China 18 
Spin7 rmlfish 19 
Rockfish, Starry 20 
Rockfish, Yellowtail 21 
Rockfish, Canarg 22 
Halibut, California 23 
Guitarfish, Shavelnoae 24 
W i s h ,  Widow 25 
Wd, Rock 26 
AREA 5 
(Table 99. - continued) 
I ---- : 
Camm~mna~m Rank Weight* Ihmber X by No. Wt.* In.** SD 
b W t .  Ch~&t -t No. Meaa. (kg) (rmn) LN. - 
-.I- ---------I_ 
Rockfish, Yelloweye 27 2.03 2 0.1 2 1.01 367 104 
Rockfish, Cmenspotted 28 1.71 5 0.4 5 0.34 273 37 - 
GreenlinS, a l p  29 1.63 4 0.3 4 0.41 307 14 
Flounder, Starry 30 1.09 2 0.1 2 0.55 349 69 
Barracuda, Pacific 31 0.95 1 0.1 1 0.95 636 0 
Tmef ish 32 0.86 1 0.1 1 0.86 364 0 d 
Rockfish, Bedlrmslded 33 0.51 1 0.1 1 0.51 311 0 
Sanddab, Facif i c  34 0.47 4 0.3 4 0.12 220 30 
Jacksmlt 35 0.45 3 0.2 3 0.15 273 27 - 
mornyheed, -ine 36 0.36 1 0.1 1 0.36 261 0 
Sole, Rock 37 0.31 1 0.1 1 0.31 286 0 
Total 1378 100 1016 - 768.73 
OatchperhglerDey = 5.97 Catch per Angler Hour = 1.33 
IQg per Angler Day = 3.33 Kg per Angler Ham = 0.74 
t Weight estiaated fm lerstbto-weisht mgmsaicm i f  available. 
%t Total  length except for species w i t h  tuna-like u d a l  fins (see text). 
- t*l: CRlE is underestinrated if all fish taken were not examhed (see text). 0 
Table 100. Sampled Effort, Ranked Catch a d  CFUI for Area 5 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, by All (=mcv Anglers Us* 
- Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch %presents All Fish Captured, 
Both Kept and Returned. 
- 
A. Sampled Effort 




Tota l  Hours E f f o r t  for Anglers Intercepted - 57.0 
Tota l  Moure Still to Fish (hxmplete Trips) = 0.0 
- B. Ranked Catch 
CommDnntrme Raak Nunber %by 
- by Nrnnber Caught NuPber 
W i s h e s  (unidentified) 
- Rockfish, Blue 







- Croaker, White 
Rockfish, V d l i o n  
Rockfish, S t a r r y  







- Total 152 100 
CatchperAnglerDey = 5.63 Catcb per Angler Ham = 2.67 
Table 101. Seapled Effort, Flanked Cartch and CRlB for Area 5 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, lw A l l  CPFV Anglers Us* 
H o o k - d - L h  (;ear. Catch Ikpmmmts Nrrnber Landed 
and Doea N o t  Include Fish Returned Dead or Alive. 
A. Sampled Effort 
Nmiber Anglera Intercepted - - 27 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - - 57.0 
Total Hours S t i l l  to Fish (hcauplete Tripe) = 0.0 
B. Renked Catch 
Conm~m- Rank Ntder %by Mean Weight 









Rockfish, O l i v e  
Rockfish, Vermilion 






Total 143 100 62.21 
* Weight esthted frca length-wight regmssion if available. 
t* Msan weight for this group not calculated ar m m  e s t h t e d  fraa other 
sarrrces (see tfBct). 
'Pable 102. Sampled Effort, W e d  Catch and CHlE for Area 5 
in 1983 for Quarter 3, by All CPFV Anglers Using 
- Hook-and-Line Gear. Catch Represents Ckily the Fish 
Examined by the Sampler. 
- 
A. Sampled Effort 
Number Anglers Intercepted - 
- 
27 
Total Hours Effort for Anglers Intercepted - - 57.0 
Total H o u r s  Still to Fish (fnroarplete Wipe) = 0.0 
- B. Fdmked Catch 
I ---Mean--- : 
- Cumcm13ame Rank Weight* IPaber %by No. Wt.* . SD 











Mackerel, Pecifio (Chub) 
W i s h ,  Copper 
Rockfish, Black 
Total 38 90 87 100 80 
Catch per Angler Kby = 3.22 Catch per Angler Hour = 1.53 
Xg perAnglerDey = 1.44 Kg perhhglerHour = 0.68 
t Weight eethted fxwa length-to+e&ht regrescrim if available. 
t* Total length exlcept for species w i t h  tuna-like r?lurinl fins (see text). 
ttt (;WB ia urdereathted if all fish taken were not examined (see text). 
Figure 20. Length-Fmquemy Histogram for Prtcific (Chub) Mackerel 
Taken by Pier or Dock Anglers Using Hook-and-Line Gear. 
Area 5, -1 3, 1983. 
Figure 21. Length-Ehqgemy Histogram for Pacific Bonito 
Taken by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Using Hook-and-Line Gear. 
A r e a  5, Quarter 3, 1983. 
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Figure 22. Length-- Histogram for Pacific (Chub) Mackerel 
Taken by Private or Rental Boat Anglers U s i n s  Hook-d-Line Gear. 
Area 5, m r  3, 1983. 
AREA 5 
Figure 23, kngtb-Fmquemy Histogram for Blue Rockfish 
Taken by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Using Hook-and-Line Gear, 
Area 5, Quarter 3, 1983. 
Figure 24. Imgth-lbxpmy Histogram for Gopher Rockfish 
Taken by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Using Hook-ad-Line Gear. 
Area 5, m r  3, 1983. 
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Figme 25. Length-Fmquemy Histogram for Olive Rockfish 
Taken by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Using Hook-d-Line Gear. 
Area 5, Quarter 3, 1983. 
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FiWlre 26. Length-Freque~lcy Histogmm for Basy Rockfish 
Taken by Private or Rental Boat Anglers Using Hook-ad-Line Gear. 
Area 5, Quarter 3, 1983. - 
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APPENDIX A 
Pages 146 to 343 are on the attached microfiche on inside of back cover. 
Appendix B. List of Commn Names, Scientific Names, and Lmgth-We-t P a r m ~ t e r ~  
- 
from All Areas in 1983 for Quarter 3, Taken by All Mode Anglers 
Using All Types of Gear. 



























































Atherinom af f inis 
Atherhmsis californiensis 
Bothidae 






























































Mackerel, Pacific (Chub) 
Sierra, Gulf 

































































sebaetes g d i  
S e h t e a  helvomculatus 
Sebastes lexis 







Appenctix B. (Continued) 









































Appendix C. List of Canmm and Scientific Names for Fiah from Areas 097, 3, 
and 4 in 1983 for Quarter 3 Corrected fram Fork to Total Length 
Using Linear Regressions from Echeverria and Lenarz (1984), 


















Sculpin, Pacific Stmzhorn 
Perch, Warf 
-, striped 
,sRlnran, C c h  (Silver) 
-, ch- (gins) 
Linecod 
-perch, SharZlnoae 






























Atherinom aff inis 
Atherinomis califoxmiensis 








~ ~ r x x r  ellirrtictlni 
Hmmems pretiosus 






















Sebastes me la no^^ 
Sehastes miniatus 






S e b t e s  ruberrirprs 
Sebestes serranoides 
Spirinchs starksi 
